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§ 18C-114.  Powers and duties of the Commission. 
(a)        The Commission shall have the following powers and duties: 

(1)        To specify the types of lottery games and gaming technology to be used in the Lottery. 
(2)        To prescribe the nature of lottery advertising which shall comply with the following: 

a.         All advertising shall include resources for responsible gaming information. 
b.         No advertising may intentionally target specific groups or economic classes. 
c.         No advertising may be misleading, deceptive, or present any lottery game as a 

means of relieving any person's financial or personal difficulties. 
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d.         No advertising may have the primary purpose of inducing persons to participate in 

the Lottery. 
(3)        To specify the number and value of prizes for winning tickets or shares in lottery games, 

including cash prizes, merchandise prizes, prizes consisting of deferred payments or annuities, 

and prizes of tickets or shares in the same lottery game or other lottery games. 
(4)        To specify the rules of lottery games and the method for determining winners of lottery games. 
(5)        To specify the retail sales price for tickets or shares for lottery games. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8 Little Rules The House Had to Break to Pass a Lottery  
By: Paul Stam, Representative of the 37th District  

November 9, 2005  

1. Constitutional Requirement that third reading be on a different day - Article II, Section 23  

2. Constitutional Requirement that on third reading the "yeas" and "nays" be entered on the journal. Article 

II, Section 23.  

3. Refusal to recognize members under Rule 24(a), who want to call for yeas and noes to be entered on the 

journal as provided in the Constitution Article II, Section 19.  

4. House Rules require third reading on a different day - Rule 41(b) unless 2/3 agree to vote twice on the 

same day.  

5. Inclusion in conference report of material not in either house or senate version - Rule 44(b) (e.g. the school 

construction proceeds distribution formula which is grossly prejudicial to Wake County and 40 other 

counties)  

6. Refusal to recognize points of order, Rule 21(c)  

7. Rule 26.1 and 26.A Select Committee to reflect the partisan membership of the House (63-57). This 

Lottery Select Committee was 12-4 Democrat and 15-1 pro lottery.  
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8. Closing debate without a vote of the House - Rule 19(a) provides that "only" certain members may call for 

end of debate and it requires a majority vote of the House to implement.  

 
 

Constitution Article II, Section 19: Record votes - Upon motion made in either house and seconded by one fifth 

of the members present, the yeas and nays upon any question shall be taken and entered upon the journal.  

 

Constitution Article II, Section 23: Revenue Bills - No law shall be enacted to raise money on the credit of the 

State, or to pledge the faith of the State directly or indirectly for the payment of any debt, or to impose any tax 

upon the people of the State, or to allow the counties, cities, or towns to do so, unless the bill for the purpose shall 

have been read three several times in each house of the General Assembly and passed three several readings, 

which readings shall have been on three different days, and shall have been agreed to by each house respectively, 

and unless the yeas and nays on the second and third readings of the bill shall have been entered on the journal. 

(Because the lottery states that its purpose is to "generate funds" and subjects prizes to the income tax, and 

because its proponents think this will be about $400 million/year, Supreme Court precedent is that it is subject to 

this section.)  

 

Rule 19(a): Previous Question (a) The previous question may be called only by: (1) The Chair of the Committee 

on Rules, Calendar, and Operations of the House; (2) The member submitting the report on the bill or other matter 

under consideration; (3) The member introducing the bill or other matter under consideration; (4) The member in 

charge of the measure, who shall be designated by the chair of the standing committee or permanent 

subcommittee reporting the same to the House at the time the bill or other matter under consideration is reported 

to the House or taken up for consideration; (b) The previous question shall be as follows: "Call for the previous 

question having been made, is the call sustained?" When the call for the previous question has been decided in the 

affirmative by a majority vote of the House, the question is on the passage of the bill, resolution, or other matter 

under consideration.  

 

Rule 21(c): Voice, Votes; Stating Questions (c) No statement, explanation, debate, motion, parliamentary inquiry, 

or point of order shall be allowed once the voice vote has begun. Any point of order or parliamentary inquiry may 

be raised, however, after the completion of the vote.  

 

Rule 24 (a): Roll Call Vote (a) Before a question is put, any member may call for the ayes and noes. If the call is 

sustained by one-fifth of the members present, the question shall be decided by the ayes and noes upon a roll call 

vote.  

 

Rule 26(c): Standing Committees and Permanent Subcommittees generally (b) The Speaker shall appoint the 

members of all standing committees having no permanent subcommittees at the beginning of the first regular 

session in a manner to reflect the partisan membership of the House.  

 

Rule 26.1: Mentions of Standing Committee Includes Select Committee. - Any reference in these rules to 

standing committees shall extend to select committees unless the context requires otherwise.  

 

Rule 41(b): Reading of Bills (c) No bill shall be read more than once on the same day without the concurrence of 

two-thirds of the members present and voting; provided, no bill governed by Article II, Section 23 of the North 

Carolina Constitution or described in Rule 20(a)(2) herein shall be read twice on one day under any circumstance.  

 

Rule 44(b): Conference Standing Committees (b) Only such matters as are in difference between the two houses 

shall be considered by the conferees, and the conference report shall deal only with such matters.  

 
Representative Paul Stam  
P.O. Box 1600  

Apex, NC 27502  
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Tel: 919-362-8873  

Email: pauls@ncleg.net  
 
The writer represents Southern Wake County in the North Carolina House of Representatives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deception and the NC Lottery 

News Media Perpetuates the Commission’s Exaggeration of Lottery Prizes 

Rep. Paul Stam & Rep. Jon Hardister 

February 11, 2016 

Imagine a young man with $10,000 in his pocket. He wants to invest it in an annuity. If he 

purchased it for a single premium today at 5%1 interest rate, while withdrawing investment over 

time, he could choose from among the following options: 

For 10-years: Receive $1,321 per year; Total: $13,206 

For 20-years: Receive $868 per year; Total: $17,360 

For 40-years: Receive $793 per year; Total: $31,710 

But no matter which annuity option he chooses, it still only costs and is worth $10,000. The value of 

the annuity has not changed, but the payout has. Would anyone think that he had tripled his money 

if he chose to receive it over 40 years? 

In January, there was a Powerball jackpot drawing that significantly exceeded any lottery jackpot 

seen before in the United States. By the time of the drawing on January 13th, Powerball, the NC 

“Education” Lottery, and many news and media outlets advertised the estimated grand prize at 

$1.6 billion. However, the actual winnings for the prizes taken were $983 million. 

                                                 
1
 Rate may likely be lower than this value; 5% is used for illustrative purposes.  
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The NC “Education” Lottery advertised the jackpot at $1.6 billion, with an estimated cash value at 

$983 million if taken as a lump sum. But only the lump sum figure is the value against which 

probabilities should be computed. The advertised value of winnings greatly exaggerates the prize. It 

could just as well be advertised as a “Trillion Dollar Jackpot” with the option of taking the money 

over 1000 years for the winner’s heirs. That would really get sales moving! But the prize would still 

only be worth the lump sum. For the recent jackpot, if Powerball had decided to provide the option 

of a 100 year annuity, they would have reported the jackpot as $3.04 billion instead of $1.6 billion. 

The nominal “jackpot” value is both an inflation of the prize value and irrelevant to the calculation 

of the odds of winning.  

News outlets perpetuated this misinformation using headlines or statements in articles referring to 

the “$1.6 billion jackpot”. But there were never more than 983 million jacks in the pot. The 

operators of Powerball and the NC Lottery understand that the greater the advertised jackpot, the 

more people will be enticed to purchase tickets. The news media understands that a larger 

advertised prize will bring more readers, and thus more advertising revenue. 

The sad reality is that this sort of advertisement amounts to intentional deception. The individuals 

and families of North Carolina suffer from it. 

All the billboard advertisements only used the exaggerated prize value. 

Here are local news sources that only advertised the nonexistent jackpot: 

WRAL (Raleigh): “NC pool players match 4 of 5 numbers in Powerball”, January 11, 2016. [Link] 

ABC 11 (Raleigh): “Powerball Prize up to $1.5 BILLION, could grow”, January 14, 2016. [Link] 

WLOS 13 (Asheville): “The Pros and Cons of Powerball Pools”, January 12, 2016. [Link] 

 The Fayetteville Observer: ‘Bill Kirby Jr.: Powerball tickets ''selling like hot cakes’”, January 13, 2016. [Link] 

News & Observer (Raleigh): “Celia Rivenbark: The power of winning the Powerball is wasted on some”, January 28, 

2016 [Link] 

Some news sources did clarify what the prize value would be if taken as a lump sum, but only after they first advertised 

the exaggerated prize of $1.6 billion: 

News & Observer (Raleigh): “Powerball frenzy may bring windfall, but not for NC teachers”, January 12, 2016. [Link] 

(Shared article with Charlotte Observer). 

WNCT (Greenville): “Winning numbers for the largest Powerball jackpot”, January 13, 2016. [Link] 

FOX 8 (High Point): “Powerball: 8 things you need to know”, January 13, 2016. [Link] 

WCNC (Charlotte): “And the winning $1.5B Powerball numbers are...” January 13, 2016. [Link] 

Here are news sources around the US that perpetuated the misinformation described above: 

Associated Press (Nashville, TN): “Tennessee Man Won Third of $1.6 Billion Powerball”, January 15, 2016. 

(Republished by The News & Observer on January 16, 2016). [Link] 

http://www.wral.com/nc-pool-players-match-4-of-5-numbers-in-powerball/15227551/
http://abc11.com/news/powerball-prize-up-to-$15-billion-could-grow/1157093/
http://www.wlos.com/news/features/top-stories/stories/The-pros-and-cons-of-Powerball-pools-250062.shtml#.VroMN1JIiM8
http://www.fayobserver.com/news/local/bill-kirby-jr-powerball-tickets-selling-like-hot-cakes/article_3f135e05-0696-57f4-b079-b45689ce044f.html
http://www.newsobserver.com/living/article57149793.html
http://www.newsobserver.com/news/politics-government/state-politics/article54175665.html
http://wnct.com/2016/01/13/powerball-fever-in-full-swing-across-the-east/
http://myfox8.com/2016/01/13/powerball-8-things-you-need-to-know/
http://www.wcnc.com/story/money/2016/01/12/powerball-jackpot-increases-again-15b-strong-sales/78682388/
http://abc7.com/news/verified-tennessee-man-won-third-of-$16-billion-powerball/1160618/
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NBC News: “Powerball Jackpot: Winning Tickets in $1.5 Billion Lottery Sold in Calif., Fla., Tenn.”, January 14, 2016. 

[Link]  

Chicago Tribune: “Who are the 3 winners of the $1.6 billion Powerball jackpot?”, January 14, 2016. [Link] 

Fox News (Associated Press):“Winning tickets for record $1.6B Powerball jackpot sold in three states”, January 14, 

2016. [Link]  

Detroit Free Press: “If you win $1.5B Powerball, here’s what you’ll give up”, January 13, 2016 [Link] 

New York Daily News: “Here are the winning numbers for the $1.5B Powerball jackpot”, January 13, 2016 [Link] 

USA Today: “Winners in 3 states to split record $1.6B Powerball jackpot”, January 14, 2016 [Link] 

ABC News: “Winning Powerball Tickets Sold in At Least 3 States for Nearly $1.6B Jackpot”, January 14, 2016 [Link] 

CNBC: “Tallying the Big Tax Bite of a $1.5B Powerball Win”, January 12, 2016 [Link] 

ABC7 (California): “Winning $1.5B Powerball Jackpot Ticket Sold in Chino Hills”, January 14, 2016 [Link] 

KCRA3 (New York): “Three Likely Winners in $1.5B Powerball Drawing”, January 14, 2016 [Link] 

CBS Baltimore: “Winning $1.58 Billion Powerball tickets Sold in California, Florida and Tennessee”, January 13, 2016 

[Link] 

WAFB9 (Louisiana): “And the $1.5B Powerball numbers ARE…” January 13, 2016 [Link] 

ABC6 (Philadelphia): “Winning $1.5B Powerball Ticket Sold in Southern California City” January 14, 2016 [Link] 

Deceptive advertising by the Lottery is not limited to inflated “jackpot” values 

The Lottery uses deceptive advertising by deliberately causing gamblers to believe they have a 

much greater chance of winning a substantial sum of money than they actually do. The NC 

“Education” Lottery advertises the odds of winning, but does not transparently match the odds to 

the particular prize. The Lottery will list the value of the jackpot or highest few prizes, but advertise 

the odds of winning any prize, including the lowest-value prize. For the January Powerball, the 

lottery described the odds of winning any prize from one ticket as about 1 in 25.2 But the website 

did not state what that prize would be. Most likely it would be $4. Most gamblers are aware that the 

odds of winning the ultimate jackpot are much lower (about 1 in 292 million), but most gamblers 

are not aware that their odds to win even the $100 prize were only about 1 in 14,494!3 

The evidence of deceptive advertising on the part of lotteries is not limited to the recent case. 

Gambling researcher Robert Goodman has called lottery advertising “the pathology of hope” and 

state lotteries, because of their exemption from truth-in-advertising laws, fully exploit this 

pathology.4 

                                                 
2
 See http://www.nc-educationlottery.org/faq_powerball.aspx#43. 

Q: What are the odds of winning? 

A: The overall odds of winning are 1:24.87. The odds of winning the jackpot are 1 in 292,201,338. 

The FAQ does not tell what prize will be won at 1:24.87, instead it is very specific and precise calculated to the nearest 1/100
th

. This 

precision is meaningless.  
3
 See http://www.durangobill.com/PowerballOdds.html and see page 2. 

4
 See http://stoppredatorygambling.org/blog/category/research-center/lottery-advertising/ 

http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/winning-jackpot-ticket-1-5b-powerball-drawing-sold-california-n496236
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/ct-powerball-numbers-20160113-story.html
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2016/01/14/at-least-one-winning-ticket-sold-for-1-59b-powerball-jackpot.html
http://www.freep.com/story/news/2016/01/12/powerball-jackpot-lottery-odds-taxes-canada-michigan-detroit/78654392/
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/powerball-draw-winning-numbers-1-5b-jackpot-article-1.2495428
http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/nation-now/2016/01/14/powerball-thursday/78779006/
http://abcnews.go.com/US/powerball-lottery-drawing-record-15b-jackpot-tonight/story?id=36275166
http://www.cnbc.com/2016/01/11/tallying-the-big-tax-bite-of-a-14b-powerball-win.html
http://abc7.com/news/winning-$15b-powerball-jackpot-ticket-sold-in-chino-hills/1158339/
http://www.kcra.com/money/powerballs-big-15-billion-drawing-is-tonight/37410270
http://baltimore.cbslocal.com/2016/01/13/winning-numbers-drawn-for-1-5b-powerball-jackpot/
http://www.wafb.com/story/30961276/and-the-15b-powerball-numbers-are
http://6abc.com/society/winning-$15b-powerball-ticket-sold-in-southern-california-city/1158470/
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As the Lottery Gains, North Carolinians Lose 

It is no surprise that the “potential” for winning the record (though exaggerated) jackpot 

corresponded with record Powerball sales in the State of North Carolina. What this really means is 

that a record number of North Carolinians are being enticed by the deceptive tactics of the NC 

Lottery Commission and the news media to throw away their money on a highly regressive tax 

(27% tax is embedded in each ticket).  

Lottery gamblers disproportionately have lower incomes and less education. They are enticed to 

spend money for a reward they are much less likely to receive than they even imagine. If this were 

a private swindle it would be banned by the Federal Trade Commission.5 But since Lotteries are 

run by the States they avoid those rules. 

Does the North Carolina “Education” Lottery really substantially fund education. Let’s take a closer 

look… 

 

 

 

The Lottery and Education Funding 

What Portion of the Revenue Generated from the Lottery Goes to Public Education? (FY 2014-

15): 

 

Total 

operatin

g Lottery 

Revenue: 

$1,844,6

36,000 

Prizes, 

Operatin

g 

Expenses

, and 

Commiss

ion: 

                                                 
5
 The Federal Trade Commission protects against deceptive trade practices (15 U.S.C. §45). Under FTC regulations the official rules of 

sweepstakes must include basic information including the retail value of the prize(s) offered and the odds of winning. 

For Education 
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$1,341,206,000 

Funding to State: $503,430,000 

Percent of Lottery Revenue that Goes to the State: ~ 27.3% 

 

 

 

What Portion of Budgeted Funds for Education Comes from the Lottery? (FY 2105-16): 

 

Total Estimated Funding for NC Public Education for FY 2015-16: $10.43 billion6 

Lottery Revenue Budgeted for Public Education: Approx. $529,902,0007 

Percent of Public Education Funding Coming from Lottery: ~ 5% 

                                                 
6
 Represents total value spent on education including State General Fund, State Receipts, and Federal funds 

7
 A portion of these funds go to education not included in the public schools portion of the budget, such as Pre-K and college financial 

aid 



1
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Note: As a percentage of the total General Fund ($21.735 billion), only 2.4% comes from the lottery; and as a 

percentage of the total state budget ($50.4 billion, which includes federal funds), only about 1% comes from the 

lottery.  

From these numbers we see two things: First, the lottery revenue that actually goes to the State for 

education is much less than most people would assume, considering this is an “Education Lottery”. 

Indeed, many argue that the lottery reduces support for education funding because many voters 

think they have done their part for education by buying lottery tickets.  

Second, it would be inaccurate to say that the state significantly depends on funds generated from 

the lottery for funding public education.  

Do States Without a Lottery Spend Less On Education? 

In 2013, seven states had no lottery: Alabama, Alaska, Hawaii, Mississippi, Utah, Nevada, and 

Wyoming. 

The average per-student spending for these states in 2013 was $11,068 

The US state average per-student spending (excluding northeast states for more accurate 

comparison because none of the non-lottery states are in this region) was $10,5528 

So, as of 2013, states with no lottery spent more per student on education than comparable 

lottery states! 

 

Do States Without a Lottery Place a Greater Tax Burden on Their Residents? 

In 2015, the average state top marginal income tax rate for the US (again excluding states of the 

Northeast for consistency) was 5.08%, compared to an average rate of 4.33% for non-lottery 

states.9 

                                                 
8
 See http://www.governing.com/gov-data/education-data/state-education-spending-per-pupil-data.html 

9
 See http://taxfoundation.org/article/state-individual-income-tax-rates-and-brackets-2015 

2.40% 

97.60% 

Percentage of the 
General Fund coming 

from NC Lottery 

Lottery

Other

1% 

99% 

Percentage of the Total 
STATE Budget coming 

from NC Lottery 

Lottery

Other
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Likewise, the average sales tax rate for all states (excluding Northeast states) was 6.52%, 

compared to an average rate of 6.12% for non-lottery states.10 

Having a lottery does not reduce the tax burden. 

The Lottery is not essential for education in North Carolina. But it does teach: bad math, sloth, envy 

and covetousness.  

The Federal Trade Commission regulates sweepstakes and declares a practice deceptive if it “…is 

likely to mislead consumers and effect consumer behavior or decisions about the product or 

service”11. The FTC mandates that sweepstakes operators advertise the odds of winning the prize 

in question, and any pertinent material information12. The FTC defines material information as 

“information that would likely affect a person’s choice of goods or services or the person’s decision 

to make a charitable contribution”.  

If lotteries were regulated by the FTC, lottery advertisers would clearly advertise the odds of 

winning each prize, stating the real value of the jacks in the pot – and stop advertising the illusory 

“jackpot”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
10

 See http://taxfoundation.org/article/state-and-local-sales-tax-rates-2015 
11

 Bennett, S. (2007). An Introduction to Sweepstakes and Contests Law. The Practical Lawyer.: 
http://www.jonesday.com/files/publication/69ea168c-4173-4321-9fa5-
d4b8bb86ae1c/presentation/publicationattachment/b9a311c5-f53d-4a89-97fc-d85993081c2e/bennet.pdf 
12

 See https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/complying-telemarketing-sales-rule#materialinfo 
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NORTH CAROLINA GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
Legislative Services Office 
 
Paul Y. Coble, Legislative Services Officer 
Fiscal Research Division 
300 N. Salisbury Street, Suite 
619 
Raleigh, NC 27603-5925 
Tel. 919-733-4910  Fax 919-
715-3589 

Mark Trogdon, Director

 
February 10, 2016 
Rep. Stam, Rita, and Brian 
You asked a series of questions regarding the recent Powerball jackpot of January 2016. Specifically: 
1.   How much revenue was generated from tickets sold in NC 
2.   From the total NC revenue, how much will go to: 
a.   The Gaming Vendor b.   Prizes 
c.   Retailers 
d.   Education in NC 
3.   Estimates of the taxes collected from the Powerball run from both the State and federal government using maximum 
tax rates 
4.   Any additional money going to either the State or federal government 
5.   If the Powerball annuity were extended to 50 or 100 years, what would be the advertised value 
 
1.         Total NC Powerball Revenue From January Jackpot 
According to information provided by the Lottery Commission, total NC Powerball sales during the January 
jackpot run totaled $101,202,033. 
 
2.         Allocation of Total NC Powerball Revenue 
For Powerball, jackpot prizes are aggregated at the national level while non-jackpot prizes are funded from the 
state where the sale occurred.  Since none of the January jackpot winners were within the State, total prizes will need to 
reflect the State’s share of the national Powerball jackpot prize in addition to non-jackpot prizes won within the State. 
 
Gaming Vendor 
The vendor for the Lottery Commission is compensated by a fee of 1.599% applied to all ticket sales. Therefore, total 
compensation to the vendor would be total sales ($101.2 million) x 1.599% = $1.6 million. 
 
Prizes 
Total Powerball sales revenue funded both national jackpot and State non-jackpot prizes.  As a result, total prizes would 
include both the State’s proportional share of the jackpot prize (approximately $31.5 million) and the total non-jackpot 
prizes won in the State ($20.1 million). 
 
Retailers 
By statute, retailers are compensated by a fee of 7% applied to all ticket sales.  Therefore, total compensation to retailers 
would be total sales ($101.2 million) x 7% = $7.1 million
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Education in NC 
The estimated net proceeds resulting from the January Powerball run is $38.5 million1.  Since these proceeds constitute a 
portion of FY 2015-16 forecasted lottery proceeds, the funds would be allocated to programs appropriated lottery 
proceeds in the most recent budget.  While it is not possible to track the destination of each individual lottery dollar, a fair 
assumption would be that the Powerball proceeds would be allocated in proportion to the total lottery proceeds budgeted 
for each educational program.  Using that assumption, the proceeds from the recent Powerball run are represented by 
program in the following table. 
 
Table: January Powerball Net Proceed Allocations 

 
Program 

FY 2015-16 
Proceed Allocations 
($ in millions) 

Noninstructional Support Personnel $22.6 

Prekindergarten Program $5.7 

Public School Capital $7.3 

Scholarships for Needy Students $2.2 

UNC Need-Based Aid $0.8 

Note:  Figures may not add due to rounding 
 
3.         Federal and State Tax Revenue Estimates 
This analysis will only provide estimates for tax revenue collected on prizes subject to withholding.  Under 
current law, any lottery prize $600 or greater in value must be claimed at a Lottery Commission claim center and is subject 
to State and federal withholding.  Any prize less than that amount can be redeemed at any lottery retailer and is not 
subject to withholding.  Players winning prizes less than $600 would be responsible for reporting that income to the 
Internal Revenue Service and the Department of Revenue.  This analysis assumes a 
0% self-reporting rate. 
 
Of the $22.1 million in Powerball non-jackpot prizes won in the State during the January jackpot run, $8.25 million was 
subject to withholding.  Since non-jackpot Powerball prizes subject to withholding are sizable ($50,000 or greater), it is 
anticipated that these winnings would significantly increase the taxes due by the prize winner.  While each individual’s tax 
situation will be different, this analysis will assume that all winners take both the federal and State standard deduction and 
receive sufficient personal income without the prize winnings to fully offset the standard deduction. 
 
Maximum Tax Rates 
State tax revenue - $8.25 million x 5.75% = $474,375 
Federal tax revenue – approximately $1.9 million2 
 
4.         Any Additional Money Going to the State or Federal Government 
There is no additional money from the January Powerball going to the State.  The federal government would 
receive additional tax revenue from prize winnings in other states.  Total non-jackpot prizes awarded outside of 
 
 
1 Total Revenue ($101.2 million) - Vendor Compensation ($1.6 million) – NC Share of National Jackpot ($31.5 million) – NC 
Non- Jackpot Prizes (net of est. unclaimed prizes) ($19.9 million) – Retailer Commissions ($7.1 million) – Est. Share of 
Lottery Commission Administration ($2.6 million) = ~$38.5 million. 
2 Figure represented makes the following assumptions: Median household income of $46,334. All winners file as MFJ and 
claim the standard deduction with two exemptions. Average additional income from prize winnings is $168,367 ($8.25 
million/ 49 winners).
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the State during the Powerball run totaled $603.2 million.  These prizes are in addition to the $983.5 
million 
(cash value) jackpot. 
 
5.         Estimated Impact of Extending Powerball Annuity 
In addition to the January Powerball jackpot, you asked us to estimate the impact of an advertised annuity 
for 
Powerball games if the annuity period were extended past 30 years to 50 and 100 years respectively.  As 
we understand, the Multi-State Lottery Association (MUSL) determines the advertised annuity value by 
taking the cash value of the jackpot at the time of the drawing and determining what rates are available 
on US Treasury bonds at various stages on the yield-curve.  Based on the rates available in the 
marketplace, MUSL determines the total annuity value at that point.  The table below displays the US 
Treasury yield curve as of February 9, 
2016. 
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Extending the payments past 30 years would require some additional fund management to incorporate 
the maturation and reinvestment of bond proceeds to fulfill 50-100 year payments.  Rather than make 
estimates regarding the amount of bond purchases at various stages of the yield curve and reinvestment 
of bond proceeds, a simpler calculation of the impact of extending the maturity past 30 years is to 
examine the recent Powerball drawing and apply the simple interest rate over a longer time period.  By 
examining the recent Powerball cash value ($983.5 million) and the advertised annuity value over 30 years 
($1.6 billion), the calculated simple interest rate is 2.09%.  When compared to the yield curve presented 
above, this rate is representative of what we would anticipate for the weighted average of a portfolio of 
Treasury bonds held at various maturation dates. When this simple interest rate is applied to the cash 
value of the recent Powerball jackpot ($983.5 million) over 
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50 or 100 years, the advertised annuity value would be $2.01 billion and $3.04 billion respectively. 

 

 

 

 
 

Memorandum 

To:  
 

From: Representative Paul Stam 
 

Date: October 24, 2014 
 

RE: New Lottery Ad is Extremely Misleading: “All or Nothing” 
  

 

The NC Lottery continues to publish misleading advertising.  Most of these advertisements 

would be banned if the NC Lottery were subject to the Federal Trade Commission’s standards that 

private businesses must follow.  The advertising is now getting worse.   

A recent advertisement from September 2014 that I attach promotes a new game called 

“All or Nothing.” It opens by stating that a darts player can win a game by hitting the bullseye with 

all three darts that he or she throws. Next it shows three darts that hit a wall far to the left of the 

bullseye. The advertisement goes on to state, “But what if you could win with nothing.”  The 

advertisement cuts to a new screen that explains the new “All or Nothing” lottery game; a player 

can win if the player is able to get all of the numbers correct or none of the numbers correct. Do 

you recognize the misleading nature of the advertisement?   

If not, let me explain.  The crux of the problem is that the advertisement compares a person 

not hitting a dart board three consecutive times to that of a person not being able to match numbers 

with any of the winning lottery numbers.  If I were able to win a darts game by not hitting the 

bull’s-eye three consecutive times, I could easily do so with unerring certainty a million times in a 

row. All I would do is turn around and throw three darts in the complete opposite direction of a 

dart board.   

Can you use a similar method to win this lottery game?  No.  A player cannot purposefully 

select none of the winning numbers in the lottery game like he or she can purposefully lose a darts 
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game. By comparing a game of skill to a game of chance the Lottery Commission is falsely 

claiming that skill can prevail. 

A similar advertisement also aired in September 2014 that compared the “All or Nothing” 

game to that of a billiards game.  It opens by stating that a billiards player can win a game by 

hitting the cue ball so that the players sink all the balls into the pockets.  Next it shows the cue ball 

missing all the player’s balls.  The advertisement goes on to state, “But what if you could win with 

nothing.”  The advertisement cuts to a new screen that explains the new “All or Nothing” lottery 

game; a player can win if the player is able to get all of the numbers correct or none of the numbers 

correct.   

This time the advertisement compares a person not sinking any balls to that of a person not 

being able to match numbers with any of the winning lottery numbers.  If I were able to win a 

billiards game by not sinking any of my balls, I could easily do so with 100 % certainty.  All I 

would do is continuously lightly tap the cue ball in the opposite direction of my balls.  A 

comparative method cannot be used to win the “All or Nothing” lottery game because it is a game 

of chance.  A billiards player, however, has control over where and how hard he hits the cue ball.   

Two other similar advertisements were published in September that perpetuates this same 

fallacy. One involved a cornhole game and the other illustrated bowling.  The same conclusion still 

applies to these adds: A player in games of skill, such as cornhole and bowling, has control over 

outcomes that lead to points or a win by a value of “nothing”.  In the “All or Nothing” lottery game 

a player cannot purposefully select none of the winning numbers. 

By comparing a game of chance to a game of skill, our lottery commission intentionally 

tells its customers that there is something they can do to affect the odds.  But there is not. 
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http://www.charlotteobserver.com/2011/05/27/2330470/what-is-nc-after-bucks-bucks-bucks.html 
 

 

What is N.C. after? Bucks, bucks, bucks! 
 

 

Lottery commission steps over (impossible) line with latest ad. 
 
Charlotte Observer 

Posted: Friday, May. 27, 2011 

 
Oh, how far North Carolina will stoop to attract a few more dollars to its statewide gambling 

monopoly. 
 
North Carolina's lottery officials are in a pretty tough position. But the law's the law, and you can 

make a good case that they're breaking it. 
 
To help get the votes to create the lottery, legislators gave lottery officials Alice-in-Wonderland 

orders: Advertise the lottery in a way that doesn't entice people to play. 
 
True, the entire point of advertising is to sell your product. But the law says "no advertising may 

have the primary purpose of inducing persons to participate in the lottery." 
 
That provision was designed to placate skeptics who (rightfully) worried about a lottery feeding 

gambling addictions among people who can't afford them. 
 
Now, six years after it was created, the lottery commission is running TV ads that sure seem 

enticing to us. A rock band belts out "big bucks, quick bucks, big old bucks, mega bucks." 

Names like "Jumbo Bucks" and "Bucks, bucks, bucks" scroll along the screen. 
 
Alice Garland, the lottery's executive director, seems to have conflicting opinions. She defends 

the ad, saying, "We take our lottery law and responsibility for advertising very seriously .... This 

ad passed our test of not being enticing ..." 
 
But she also pointed out that the lottery is competing for people's discretionary money. "We see 

advertising as critical to the success of a sales organization, which is what we are," she told 

News & Observer reporter Rob Christensen. 
 
We understand her dilemma. Effective advertising is crucial to lottery sales, but the law says 

their advertising is not allowed to be effective. Maybe the law needs to be made more specific, 

since almost any ad could be perceived as trying to persuade people to play. 
 
But the genesis of that provision is a good one. A lottery is a tax that inherently plays on people's 

emotions. Studies have shown that lottery ticket sales are highest in poor neighborhoods and that 

poor people spend a higher percentage of their income on lottery tickets than wealthier people 

do.

http://www.charlotteobserver.com/2011/05/27/2330470/what-is-nc-after-bucks-bucks-bucks.html
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Young people are especially susceptible to gambling addiction, meaning ads targeting them - 

with, say, rock bands - are particularly offensive. 
 
When the lottery passed under shady circumstances in 2005, this editorial board said this: "Once 

North Carolina's lottery gets under way, the state will find, as all others have, that public interest 

declines in time and so will revenues. To boost them, the state will have to become a carnival 

barker, aggressively enticing citizens to make sucker bets in order to keep the cash flowing. It 

won't be a pretty sight." 
 
So here we are. Rock bands blurting out "bucks, bucks, bucks" as the state demonstrates that its 

desire for cash outstrips its respect for its citizens. 
 
Advertising may be crucial to the lottery's success, as executive director Garland says. But the law 

is clear: The lottery commission needs to take the current ad down 
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SB 744, “Appropriations Act of 2014” 
North Carolina Senate 

Senate Appropriations - Lottery 

June 12, 2014 
Edited for clarity and grammar 

 

The audio is available on CD 

 

Co-Chairman Sen. Harry Brown  

Co-Chairman Sen. Kathy Harrington - presiding 

Co-Chairman Sen. Neal Hunt  

Co-Chairman Sen. Brent Jackson 

 

Chair - Senator Kathy Harrington 

So the main purpose of this meeting is to review the budget differences between the House and the 

Senate.  The budget’s not covered by subcommittee review, so [I’ve been] conducted this week.  

And we’re particularly interested in some of the major differences, especially differences in the 

lottery and salaries and benefits.   

 

Is the lottery prepared?...Alright, we’re going to stand at ease for just a moment… 

 

Alice Garland, would you please come to the podium?...If you would please come to the well, 

thank you, for your presentation. 

 

While she’s making her way, some of the most fundamental differences between the House and 

Senate budgets are related to the lottery.  Alice Garland of the North Carolina Education Lottery is 

here to explain the differences in the lottery revenue estimates in the House and Senate budgets.  

Later this week Fiscal Research and OSBM will provide us with a revised estimate on lottery 

revenues.   

 

Ms. Garland?...You’ll need to turn your microphone on. 
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Alice Garland:  Good morning.  I’m Alice Garland, Executive Director of the North Carolina 

Education Lottery.  I have with me in the audience my Commission Chair Keith Ballantine.   

 

Thank you so much for this opportunity to talk to you today about lottery sales and advertising.  

The Education Lottery is a sales and marketing organization.  As such, advertising is…We 

advertise our products in a very similar manner to all other retail sales enterprises.  Our mission, as 

designated in our legislation, is for us to maximize sales in order for us to maximize our return to 

education. 

 

Our instant ticket sales in this fiscal year that ends in a couple of weeks are a testimony to the 

effectiveness of lottery advertising.  In Fiscal 14 we changed our advertising strategy.  We put 

more of our advertising dollars into primetime.  We conducted our First Tuesday campaign, and we 

advertised an entire group of tickets being launched as opposed to focusing on just one ticket.  

These changes produced a 16% increase in instant ticket sales in that product, which I think shows 

what advertising can do. 

 

The House Appropriations Chairs, with very short notice, asked the lottery to provide scenarios for 

increasing the return to education by various dollar levels.  We provided multiple scenarios, all of 

them based on today’s advertising conditions.  None of the scenarios that we provided took into 

account additional advertising restrictions. 

 

You have requested that we discuss three different scenarios:  advertising at ½%, at 1% and 2% - 

and the 1% is what we’re allowed in our statute today – and what the impact on these scenarios 

would be of additional restrictions on advertising.  As you review these scenarios, as we review 

them together, please keep in mind the lottery primarily sells at gas and convenience stores, and we 

are competing for our share of the players’ disposable income.  Other retail products in those 

stores, largely snacks and beverages, spend anywhere from 4 to 10% of their sales on advertising.   

 

I’d like to turn to the handout I believe you all have.  It’s a multicolored column, and these are the 

scenarios that we were asked to present.  I just want to quickly review the two columns on the 

right.  These are both Fiscal 15, this upcoming fiscal year budgets.  We provided the far-right 

column in March of 13 for the biennium budget, and then the second column we revised in April of 

this year.  We had more Fiscal 14 sales on which to base a revised budget.  You’ll note, if you look 

down at the dark green line at the bottom, that between March of 13 and April 14, we increased the 

projection by about $20 million.  You have budgeted that $20 million.  That $20 million is in your 

budget for Fiscal 15. 

 

So if we look at the middle green column labeled “June 3, 2014, Fiscal 15 Commission,” this is the 

budget as adopted by the Education Lottery Commission.  It says that we will have sales of 1.8 

billion, and we will return to Education 488 million. This is based on having 1% for advertising, 

and actually we budgeted .94%; we seldom budget the full 1%.  It includes two new draw games: 

one in October of this year and one in March of next year.  North Carolina has a very low number 

of draw games.  We have five games; most states have eight or more. This will start to bring us 

more in line with other state lotteries.  The last time that we introduced a new draw game was in 

January of 2010, so it’s been quite a while, and that was the Mega Millions game.  We have total 

confidence in meeting this number. 
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If you move to the left to the red column, this is what would happen if we only had ½ of a percent 

to spend on advertising.  Looking at a study done by the University of Texas using their 

econometric model–and I will tell you that some of the study was pretty dense–every $1 decrease 

in advertising leads to a twenty-dollar-and-fifty-cent decrease in sales, so this is the model that we 

used.  It would reduce our sales by 186 million and reduce the return to education by 45 million, 

bringing it to 444 million, which really reverts us back to amount that we returned to education in 

Fiscal of 11.   

 

The impact on our advertising [spin?] would be that we would, because we would be spending 

essentially half of what we spend today it would cut the agency fee – Trone Advertising out of 

High Point is our advertising agency – it would cut our production costs.  We would not be able to 

produce as many ads.  It would seriously cut the dollars that we have available to make that media 

buy.  We would be able to have no digital advertising on the internet and no print advertising.  Our 

media buy, when we’re buying actually air time – radio or TV, would go from 12.2 million to 4.9 

million.  For a state-wide, 12 months of the year campaign, that is a very small amount of money.  

It would seriously impact our ability to keep our production in front of our players, and keeping 

product in front of players is critical to any sales and marketing organization. 

 

And then the final column, the 2% advertising, it shows what we could do if we had double the 

money.  And this is the column that we provided to the House Appropriations Chairs, and this is 

the number that you have been seeing…that’s the number you see in their budget.  This would 

allow us to maintain a very strong consistent player base.  It would bring the total return for Fiscal 

15 from the lottery to $594 million – almost $600 million. 

 

What this additional 1% would allow us to do: First, we could place a media buy to advertise 

Powerball and Mega Millions Jackpots.  Right now we rely solely on our billboards and our 

jackpot signs; we don’t make any media buys for those jackpots.  It would allow us to have a 

monthly media buy for our instant product.  That’s that First Tuesday Campaign.  We do that about 

eight months…We did that about eight months this year.  It would allow us to do it all 12 months.  

It would allow us to be able to advertise our in-state draw games: Carolina Cash Five, Pick Three, 

Pick Four, which we don’t advertise, for the most part, right now.  It would allow us to advertise 

our core instant games – we have two core families that are always available – much more 

regularly than we do now.  It would give us sufficient dollars to advertise those two new draw 

games that I mentioned, and that’s really important.  Again from this same University of Texas 

study, they noted that a lottery needs well-directed and well-informed advertising efforts on new 

games or the games may not realize their full potential.  And if we’re going to introduce two new 

games this year, we absolutely want to meet the potential of those two new games. 

 

Other changes that we would make in our strategies in order to meet that $106 million target is we 

would move that March draw game, March of 15 draw game that we’re planning, to September of 

14, giving us six more months of sales in the fiscal year.  That would then actually open a slot 

where we could add another draw game in March of 15, giving us four months of sales that we’ve 

not built into any budget, and it would allow us to add a higher price point game to our instant 

product. 
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So all of this that I’ve mentioned in terms of what we could do if we had 2% would be a much 

more aggressive approach than the citizens have be accustomed to from the lottery, but we believe 

with this approach that we hit the 106 million increase in our return. 

 

The final thing that we were asked to talk about was the effect of House Bill 156, the provisions 

that the House added into the budget that would add lottery advertising restrictions.  I would like to 

start by saying that the lottery has operated very responsibly over the last eight years. We keep our 

players…We look at our players as our customers, and we take great pride in keeping them 

informed.  We want our players to understand lottery games.  We want them to know what the 

odds are for winning and what the prizes are.  We share that information daily on multiple 

channels: advertising, marketing and communications. And we have a customer service hotline 

dedicated to our players that answer questions every day from players about how to play our 

games.  So we’ve worked really hard on that.  And I will tell you that the author of this language 

wants to see the lottery fail and wants to put the lottery out of business, and that is why those 

restrictions were put into the House budget. 

 

These restrictions would waste lottery dollars by making our advertising spins less efficient, and 

this would result in getting a smaller return for that investment in advertising.  As a sales and 

marketing organization we need to use our advertising dollars absolutely to their best advantage, 

and that needs to be making efficient buys.  And the other thing is that when our sales drop, it 

means that our retail commissions drop, so our retail partners would also see a drop in their 

income. 

 

So what’s the impact of these new restrictions that are in the House budget bill?  The first is that 

there’s language in the bill that says anytime that we advertise a game that is an annuity, we must 

also provide the cash value – and we do that every place it is feasible to do that.  The two places 

that we don’t are on our 60 billboards and our 3,000 jackpot signs that are at retail.  This would 

require that all of that signage have both the annuity jackpot and the cash value.  No other state 

does this.  We would be the only state providing this kind of information on signage. It would 

require that the billboards have a second digit box.  So if you’ll call to mind the billboard as your 

driving down the highway, it would have to have a second digit box, and the jackpot signs that you 

see at retail would have to have a second line of numbers.  It would require a satellite feed to send 

to the board that second number.  That feed’s not currently available; no one is sending that feed.  

That entire process would have to be established.  There would be about an 18-month timeframe 

for replacing the billboards and jackpot signs, and we would be replacing boards and signs that still 

have a useful life – absolutely not a wise investment of money.   

 

We also believe, and we have estimated this in the numbers, that we would lose Powerball and 

Mega Millions sales.  On billboards you have a very short read, and what we really want the player, 

when they see that billboard, to know is what’s the jackpot.  That’s what folks care about.  So 

there’s going to be a second number.  It’s going to be confusing. No other state’s going to have 

this.  One of the lessons of advertising is you’ve got to keep it simple, and all we’re doing is 

making it more confusing.  We absolutely believe that we would be pushing sales to other states 

because other states wouldn’t have this dual message. 
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The third thing that these restrictions would do that would have, we think, a serious impact is that 

we would have a lost advertising opportunity by not being allowed to purchase top-tier 

programming during college athletic events.  For the football season we have three of the top 25 

media markets.  For basketball season we have three of the top ten media markets in country.  This 

is prime TV time, and we’re able to purchase that time now.  To try to get the same number of 

eyes, the number of viewers, to see an ad, we would have to purchase about three times the amount 

of time to make up for the loss of being able to advertise during college athletics.  Again, spending 

more money to receive the same value - completely inefficient way to spend your money. 

 

So if the lottery is to operate like a business, which we very much try to do, very focused on our 

bottom line, then these restrictions would seriously impact our ability to do so.  So if you want to 

look at the dollar impact, you’ll go to your chart to the bottom two rows, mainly in red, and…I lost 

my page…So, if you look at our current budget, the budget that my Commission has passed, the 

budget under which we anticipate operating in Fiscal 15, it would reduce our return to education by 

44 million, taking us to 444 million - back to Fiscal 11 return amounts.  A half of a percent 

advertising, that return would be reduced by 43 million, taking the return to 401 million, which 

takes us back to what we were providing for education between fiscal year 8 and fiscal year 9 

numbers – a serious turn back.  Two percent advertising would reduce that return by 47 million by 

taking us to 448 million for that return.  So it’s still an increase over what we are projecting a 

steady [stay?], but obviously less than we could accomplish if we had 2% with no restrictions. 

 

One of the reasons that we have provided this information in kind of a financial state form is that 

we thought it would be helpful for you to see exactly how lottery dollars are being spent.  So this is 

essentially a capsule of our budget showing revenues in and expenses out, and that is what I wanted 

to bring to you.  And I’m happy to answer any questions. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you, Ms. Garland. Questions from the committee?  Senator Brown. 

  

Sen. Brown:  Thank you, Ms. Chairman…Ms. Chairman, that’s what I said.  Ms. Garland, 

obviously then the budget that the House put together used additional, I think it was $106 million 

of lottery proceeds.  So what you’re saying is with the restrictions they put also in their budget that 

that’s just not a feasible number in your opinion? 

 

Alice Garland: That is correct.  We will not be able to hit $106 million with those restrictions. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Follow up? 

 

Sen. Brown:  Follow up?...I know you having a projection here that the restrictions would cost 

about $47 million.  I feel that you feel certain about these numbers to a point, but it’s still hard to 

be certain, I guess, because of the restrictions that are in the budget, as well.  These are the best 

estimates I guess that you could come up with in a short period of time? 

 

Alice Garland:  Yes, and really similar to how we do budget projections: we’re looking at sales 

figures from the past; we’re extrapolating from those school years for an impact on sales in the 

other direction – and we’re doing the same thing.  So, it’s our best projection, but we believe it’s 

pretty close to accurate. 
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Sen. Brown:  Okay, thanks. 

 

Chair Harrington: Senator Apodaca? 

 

Sen. Apodaca:  Thank you, Madam Chairman.  I’d like to ask my first question to Senator Brown, 

if I may? 

 

Chair Harrington: Do you yield? 

 

Sen. Brown:  Sure. 

 

Chair Harrington:  He yields. 

 

Sen. Apodaca:  Senator Brown, I was just thinking and this will go with Senator Tucker, too.  If 

you’re going to have a big sale at your car business next month, would you go in and cut your 

advertising budget in half and expect to sell a substantial amount of cars more than you did this 

month? 

 

Sen. Brown:  Absolutely not.  I do have a big sale, so I’d like you to buy a car, but 

 

Sen. Apodaca:  Well, I’ll be happy to talk to you about it if you’ll deal for one.  So, anyway… 

 

Sen. Brown:  But absolutely not.  And I think the restrictions, as well, on the advertising is 

important because, you know, where you place those buys and how you can place them is 

definitely important as far as returns go. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Follow up? 

 

Sen. Apodaca:  I think he said it all.  Thank you. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you.  Senator Tillman. 

 

Sen. Tillman:  Thank you, Madam Chairman.  Thank you, Ms. Garland.  You know, either 

you…To send a budget over like this putting something as important as teacher raises on lottery 

receipts, and then cutting your arm off on how to raise this money, you either want to defeat the 

lottery and get rid of it or make it ineffective, or you’re not serious about teacher raises.  You 

cannot reduce your revenue from lotteries with these silly advertisement restrictions.  We see how 

you can raise the money, and I think these figures are pretty good.  The lottery’s track record on 

predictions have been very good, and you’ve done an excellent job, Madam.  Whether you’re for 

the lottery or not, that’s not the question.  The question is now: let’s make it work.  So we need 

these silly restrictions off and we don’t need to put teacher salary in the lottery money unless we 

are pretty darn sure that we’re going to raise the 106 million, or whatever we happen to come up 

with.  And you show a whole lot more than…You show more than that with your unrestricted 2%. 
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So I’m just saying if you’re serious about teacher raises, you won’t tie your hands on the way to 

raise the money. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you for your comments, Senator Tillman. Senator Rucho. 

 

Sen. Rucho:  Thank you, Madam Chairman and Ms. Garland.  I found it interesting of all the times 

that someone from the lottery were to come here, the first time they’ve ever admitted the fact that 

they’re out competing with the disposable income of the working families in our State.   

 

I’m going to come from this from a different perspective as far as saying using this as a sort of 

money for ongoing government expenses is really not a good business decision.  But what’s worse 

is, and if you look at your scenarios of between 2.75 and one eight billion dollars, that money that 

you’re competing with the private sector pretty much hits a dead end and doesn’t do the same 

thing.  So in essence, you’re actually hurting the economy by the more you expand this by using 

disposable income for lottery rather than for purchasing Senator Brown’s car, or Senator 

Apodaca’s products that he’s selling. So the last thing I would want to do is expand this because 

we’re working so hard to make this North Carolina economy a lot stronger, and it would be an 

absolute disaster to base teacher salaries on something that is actually detrimental to this economy. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you, Senator Rabon…excuse me, Senator Rucho.  Would you like to 

respond, Ms. Garland? 

 

Alice Garland:  Yes, thank you.  I would like to say that actually there are a number of ways that 

the lottery puts money back into the economy. First and foremost are the prizes that we pay.  Those 

dollars are going back into the economy.  And the big winners who come in, the first thing we say 

is, “What are you going to do with this money?” and they say buy cars, buy houses, send my kids 

to college, renovate my house, take a vacation – that’s money going right back into the economy.   

 

The second thing is that we pay retailer commission, and that’s income going to our retailers. So 

that’s money back into the economy.  And the third is that we spend money with vendors in North 

Carolina.  You know, we have a significant buy with our ad agency; we have a number of other 

contracts where we’re spending money with contractors.  So we are actually putting a pretty decent 

amount of money back into the economy. 

 

Sen. Rucho:  Follow up? 

 

Chair Harrington:  Senator Rucho. 

 

Sen. Rucho:  Yes, ma’am.  Thank you.  I do understand what you’re describing, but the real 

question was how much of an economic impact would you get?  And I would probably not ask 

everybody in this audience how many of them have been winners in the lottery to buy enough…to 

win enough to buy a car from Senator Brown.  So I think that’s a false premise, but thank you. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you.  Senator Apodaca? 
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Sen. Apodaca:  I’m going to take issue with my dear friend from Charlotte.  Well, it’s the 

Charlotte thing.  Senator Ford, if you’ll move, we’d be fine, but, well…(laughter).  Okay, 

Mecklenburg County.  But anyway, I regress. 

 

Look, we never bought lottery tickets until these big mega things, and my wife, if it gets over 200 

million, she goes out and buys lottery tickets.  Now we don’t spend a massive amount, but I do feel 

like those are monies that, you know, we’re able to manage  And I don’t think we hurt the budget, 

and I think it puts money into the economy.  I disagree with that.  I do think it ends up back in the 

economy in some fashion.  Now it might not end up in the way we want it to, but it still comes 

back in.  So I just disagree with Senator Rucho… 

 

Sen. Rucho:  Madam Chairman? 

 

Sen. Apodaca:  And I know that doesn’t… 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you for your comments 

 

Sen. Apodaca:  …happen often, but… 

 

Sen. Rucho:  Madam Chairman, can we… 

 

Chair Harrington:  Senator…Senator Rucho? 

 

Sen. Rucho:  Can we ask if Senator Apodaca actually won one time? 

 

Sen. Apodaca:  Do you want to fi…? 

 

Chair Harrington:  Senator Apodaca, do you yield? 

 

Sen. Apodaca: I do.  Mrs. Apodaca won $20 one time. 

 

(laughter) 

 

Chair Harrington:  Congratulations.  Senator Tillman. 

 

Sen. Tillman:  Madam Chairman, I think we’re talking about…We got the lottery.  We’re not 

talking about whether we ought to have it, Senator Rucho, or whether it’s good for the economy or 

bad for the economy.  Fools will play the lottery and now if we can attract more fools to play the 

lottery and they choose that, I’m not sticking a gun to their head.  We’re talking about will it 

produce enough revenue to put something like teacher raises...What I’m looking at in the lottery 

receipts…Whether they’re dependable or not, though, Senator Rucho, I don’t know, but I know 

their figures have been good ever since I’ve looking at them.   

 

All I want to know is let’s generate the money.  If we’re going to go this route, let’s generate 

enough money to do what we’re talking about doing, rather than having a hundred-million dollar 

hole in the budget, which we will be looking at under the scenario of reducing the amount and in 
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restricting the advertising. That’s what we’re building; we’re building a deficit if we do this crazy 

plan. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you for your comments.  Senator Brown. 

 

Sen. Brown:  Thank you, Madam Chairman.  Ms. Garland, I know I’ve tried to look at the history 

of the lottery, and I think every year but one the projections of what they would generate has been 

more than, I think, we thought, except for that one particular year, and I think the economy dictates 

a lot of that, as well.  Would you say…I think I would say and I’m just wondering you opinion on 

this.  The way the system is set up now, we do the best we can to project revenues, and if it 

generates a little more, we’ve been able to use those in different ways in our education budget.  To 

me that’s the prudent way to run this instead of, I guess, pre-spending those dollars on what we 

think may happen because you never know what the economy could do, or if we go into a recession 

three months from now I think your projections on these numbers would be a lot different, 

probably.  And so, you know, again, if you spend those dollars on the front end instead of the back 

end, of which what we’ve been doing, I think that’s the safe way to predict these.  I know in 

business that’s surely the way I’d do it because you never know what could happen in the 

economy. Would you say that’s accurate?  I mean, you know, if we go into a recession, these 

numbers aren’t accurate anymore. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Ms. Garland? 

 

Alice Garland:  There are any number of factors that impact sales.  We have typically 

conservatively estimated for our budget.  I’ve said several times that we would much rather 

overproduce and give you more money than you budgeted than under-produce and have you 

scrambling to try to figure out how to make up for not getting lottery dollars.  We don’t want to put 

you in that situation and we don’t want to be in that situation.  And fortunately that’s proven to 

work for us. 

 

I will tell you that numbers that we’ve provided under the 2% scenario are not conservative 

numbers.  They’re aggressive numbers.  I have an amazingly dedicated staff that likes challenges.  

We were the fastest lottery start up in the country when we began, and I think we’ve just had a nice 

record of strong, steady growth.  We believe we can hit that target. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Senator Brown, follow-up?  Senator Tucker. 

 

Sen. Tucker:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  Ms. Garland, over here.  First of all, I think gambling on 

teacher raises off a gambling entity is not a good, wise budget decision, but that’s neither here nor 

there.  Since the original intent of the lottery was set up, there have been changes in the allocation 

of those dollars that the General Assembly’s made.  I remember when I was a county 

commissioner, 40% of the lottery used to go to retired capital and capital debt for counties. Now 

it’s at 25, so it’s changed.   

 

Can you clarify a number for me?  Since the lottery started, roughly 37% of the proceeds went back 

to the State, and that number has consistently reduced down to around 26%.  Can you tell me if that 

is correct and/or what the reason for that is coming from the [lottery]? 
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Chair Harrington:  Ms. Garland? 

 

Alice Garland:  Thank you, yes. Yes, Senator Tucker, that is correct.  The 2007 Legislature 

changed our statutes to remove the percentages as mandates and, instead, made them guidelines, 

and instead directed us to maximize sales in order to maximize revenues, and that’s really what 

we’re about.  So that percentage doesn’t tell the story.  It’s really the dollars, and that’s what we 

focus on completely is how can we raise more dollars.  States that have mandated return at 35% are 

very low-performing states.  And then, in several of those low-performing states the mandate has 

been removed and their sales skyrocket.  So there is a ton of hard, solid data in the lottery industry 

to show what happens if you mandate a percentage return that’s high instead of focusing on the 

dollar return.  And you really, really do want to focus on the dollar return because that’s how you 

can fund programs that you [need] to fund. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Senator Tucker, follow-up? 

 

Sen. Tucker:  Just a follow-up.  So you drop the percentage, but the dollars that are going to 

education have gone up.  Is that what you’re telling me? 

 

Chair Harrington:  Ms. Garland? 

 

Alice Garland:  Correct.  The dollars have gone up typically four to five percent every year. 

 

Sen. Tucker: So you’re saying… 

 

Chair Harrington:  Follow-up. 

 

Sen. Tucker:  Just one more follow-up, Madam Chair, and I’m done.  So by reducing the 

percentage you’ve increased the dollars, but if you maintain the same percentage as original intent, 

we wouldn’t be getting even more dollars from the lottery to go to education? 

 

Chair Harrington:  Ms. Garland? 

 

Sen. Tucker:  Help me with the math. 

 

Alice Garland:  You would be getting significantly less.  I mean, in fact, there’s a very recent 

audit of the Georgia lottery by the State Auditor that looked at this very question and spoke to 

dollars versus percentages, and there’s…I’ve got data out of Texas, and I’ve got data out of 

California.   

 

The product that we produce…We’re a sales and marketing organization and the product we 

produce, the produce we sell is prizes.  And… 

 

Chair Harrington:  Senator Tucker, follow-up? 
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Sen. Tucker:  Okay.  So just formal clarification, and my sixth-grade math teacher would be mad 

if I didn’t ask this.  So if we have…If you’re contributing the old way 37% of 105 million and the 

new way you’re contributing 26% of 105 million, how is that more money for education? 

 

Chair Harrington:  Ms. Garland? 

 

Alice Garland:  We would not produce the 105 if we were returning 35% to education.  Players by 

our games, players buy our tickets because they want to win money.  If they have a lesser chance of 

winning because we are reducing what we put into prizes, they will not buy our tickets.  And so we 

won’t…The sales figure will drop considerably, and so you’re going to get 35% of a lower sales 

figure.  So the question is you want 35% of a lower figure or do you want 26% of a significantly 

higher figure? 

 

Chair Harrington:  Senator Tucker? 

 

Sen. Tucker:  Okay, thank you.  That’s fine.  I just want to share with you that I firmly believe that 

I’ve got a better chance of being struck by lightning than Ms. Apodaca winning the lottery. 

 

Chair Harrington: Thank you.  Senator Ford. 

 

Sen. Ford:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  I’d like to get the opinion of Fiscal staff on the presentation 

from the folks from lottery. 

 

Chair Harrington:  We are…That is actually next up. 

 

Sen. Ford:  Alright, so are they going to give us their opinion based upon the presentation that 

we’re hearing now? 

 

Chair Harrington:  Evan Rodewald, Fiscal? 

 

Evan Rodewald:  Thank you, Madam Chairman.  Evan Rodewald, Fiscal Research.  The finance 

team of Fiscal Research is working with State Budget to investigate the lottery revenues.  They’re 

going to be sending a consensus revenue forecast later this week. 

 

Sen. Ford:  Follow-up? 

 

Chair Harrington: Follow-up. 

 

Sen. Ford:  So, thank you very much for that clarification.  Folks, the jury’s still out as it relates to 

a second opinion, even on the numbers that we’re hearing here this morning, so I’m very, very 

interested in hearing from our own staff about what those look like.   

 

And last comment, Madam Chair.  I agree with the comments.  It’s very, very difficult, in my 

opinion, to gamble on gambling to pay teachers.  To me it’s fiscally irresponsible.  And I don’t 

know how you get the consistency out of it unless you, ma’am, can share with me with some 
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certainty that, based upon your financial model, that you will be able to predict these kind of 

returns on a consistent basis. 

 

Chair Harrington: Thank you, Senator Ford.  Senator Robinson. 

 

Sen. Robinson:  I had my hand…Thank you, Madam Chair.  I had my hand up so long that I really 

forgot I did it. 

 

Chair Harrington:  There are a lot of people in the queue.  

 

Sen. Robinson: Senator Rucho was pulling my attention away talking about Senator Apodaca’s 

wife playing the lottery. 

 

Sen. Rucho: [inaudible] 

 

Sen. Robinson:  But the question – and I’m not Senator Ford, so I was kind of looking at what 

we’re investing with the operating expenses as opposed to revenues which, you know, gives us that 

[net-in].  On the other end of it, we’re investing more than, you know, in terms of the returns.  It’s 

not a real great return, and I see what you’re saying which supports the fact that we ought not to be 

gambling with teacher salaries.  That’s my point. 

 

But I saw an article in the paper in terms of who plays the lottery the most, and do you have 

statistics on that in terms of who, you know, what segment of the population, or what area...I know 

it’s not Senator Apodaca, but can you tell us who plays the most? 

 

Chair Harrington: Ms. Garland? 

 

Alice Garland:  I don’t have statistics.  What I would like to share is kind of empirical evidence, I 

guess.  Every winner who wins 100,000 or more must come in to our headquarters to receive their 

winnings.  And we interview every one of those folks, and that’s anywhere from, you know, three 

to five people a week.  They are a true cross-section of North Carolina.  They are doctors, lawyers, 

accountants, bank executives, engineers, and they are blue-collar workers, they are housewives.  I 

mean, it is a real cross-section. They are in all 100 counties.  They cover the gamut and they are 

North Carolina. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you, Ms. Garland.  Senator Bryant? 

 

Sen. Bryant: I was trying to get a handle on the restrictions.  I presume they are, and maybe this is 

a question for you, Ms. Garland, or for staff.  Are they all covered in pages, I guess, 10 and 11 or 

so of the special provisions, or are they scattered throughout and could somebody sort of highlight 

the key components of these restrictions, and then I was going to ask you something about the 

impact.  I just want to know what we’re all kind of all talking about.  And is 156 just a sort of 

catch-name for the same items that are in the budget, or is this a separately passed bill?  That’s the 

follow-up question, Senator Harrington. 
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Chair Harrington:  Thank you.  I’d like to recognize Brian Matteson to give the details of your 

first question. 

 

Brian Matteson:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  Over here, straight in front of you, Senator Bryant.  

Good morning.  The items you’re looking for in the House budget begin on page 9 in Section 5.2.  

You’ll see below the area in which the lottery funds are appropriated in the House budget there are 

a series of additional provisions that would govern and make changes to how the lottery may 

advertise under the House budget.  So, you know, Ms. Garland had reviewed those with you in 

some detail, but you’ll find them all in block in that area. It’s not identical, I believe, to the House 

bill that was referred to, but I believe the bulk of that House bill is reflected in the House budget 

with respect to advertising and changes there. 

 

Chair Harrington: Thank you. Senator Bryant, did you have a follow-up with him, or Ms. 

Garland? 

 

Sen. Bryant:  Yes.  I heard you discuss, talk about something about advertising and something.  If 

you could just review with me – I hope it’s not at length – one more time what are these restrictions 

and sort of the impact. 

 

Chair Harrington: Ms. Garland? 

 

Sen. Bryant:  For example, I see something about the kind of games you can do, or something.  I 

don’t really understand what that really means. 

 

Alice Garland: And I apologize.  I don’t have that language in front of me, but I think I pretty 

much have it printed in my head.  The language on the games really just captures what we’re doing 

today.  We can provide instant games which are the tickets that you scratch off, and draw games 

which are…Draw games are ones where their numbers are drawn, and that’s why we call it a draw 

game.  So that doesn’t restrict what we’re doing today. 

 

The three main concerns that we have in terms of those restrictions…The first is the language that 

speaks to if the win is an annuity jackpot that you have to also provide the cash value.  We do that 

everywhere feasible.  Where we don’t do it is on the billboards and on the jackpot signs.  That’s the 

only two places we don’t do it. It would be a tremendous expense and create great confusion to the 

players if we made that change. 

 

The second is the not being allowed to purchase advertising during college athletics.  And I’m sure 

everybody in here realizes that college athletics, I think, in North Carolina really are far more 

important than professional athletics in terms of TV.  And to deny us the opportunity to purchase 

advertising during that prime TV time would absolutely have an impact and be very expensive to 

try to replace that with some other purchase.  

 

And then the third is just we believe that the confusion created with having two sets of numbers on 

billboards and jackpot signs would actually push people from Powerball and Mega Millions and… 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you, Ms. Garland.  Follow-up, Senator Bryant? 
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Sen. Bryant:  Yes.  So, in the case of the annuities or payments over a period of time, your 

concern is not that if the buyer would know the value they would not buy it – it’s just the space it 

takes. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Ms. Garland? 

 

Alice Garland:  It’s the confusion of having two numbers.  They’re used to a billboard that has 

one number.  And if they’re traveling from state to state, they see that some number in South 

Carolina and Virginia as they see in North Carolina, and all of the sudden there’s a billboard with a 

second box and a second number, and what on earth does that mean, and what’s that telling me, 

and has North Carolina changed the game somehow?  I think I’ll just go to South Carolina or 

Virginia. 

 

Sen. Bryant: Follow-up? 

 

Chair Harrington: Thank you.  Senator Bryant, follow-up? 

 

Sen. Bryant:  Okay.  And in terms of your odds, I’m looking at the provisions and you have to 

state the probability of winning the lowest prize and the largest prize, and how is that different 

from what you do now when you say what the odds are? 

 

Chair Harrington:  Ms. Garland? 

 

Alice Garland:  Our current statute requires that we put on everything that we do the overall 

estimated odds of winning in that game.  And so that’s what we do because that’s what our 

legislation tells us to do.  What this provision would ask us to do is to include the odds of winning 

the top prize and what’s the dollar value of the lowest prize that you can win.  After House Bill 156 

was introduced, you know, we started looking at how we…what we could go ahead and do, and 

that was an easy one.  We were glad to do that.  Had we been asked, we would have done it 

voluntarily; we were just doing what our statute told us to do.  But we already now have on all of 

our tickets and our point of sale that’s in stores, on our how-to-plays the odds of winning that top 

prize.  We have left the overall estimated odds because that’s still in our statute. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you, Ms. Garland.  Follow-up? 

  

Sen. Bryant:  And this is to staff.  In this section about advertising in sports it says, “in connection 

with any sport or sporting event.”  Are those different?   

 

Chair Harrington:  Brian Matteson? 

 

Sen. Bryant:  I was just curious…in terms of the drafting 

 

Brian Matteson:  Madam Chair, Senator Bryant, I’m not in a position to have an opinion on that. 

Looking across at my colleague, we’d have to talk to an attorney and get back to you on that.  

We’ll do that. 
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Chair Harrington:  Thank you.  Thank you, Senator Bryant. Senator Apodaca?  (laughter)  

Senator Apodaca. 

 

Sen. Apodaca:  Thank you, Madam Chairman.  Ms. Garland, I was wondering about these Mega 

Million things.  Hasn’t that been a real boon to the lottery off large jackpots over the last couple 

years when Mrs. Apodaca really gets involved the lottery?  What kind of money has that brought 

in? 

 

Chair Harrington:  Ms. Garland? 

 

Alice Garland:  Well first, I would like to say that Mrs. Apodaca is like a huge number of other 

North Carolinians that waits for the jackpot to be $200 million because a measly $40 million isn’t 

enough.  

 

(laughter) 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you. 

 

Alice Garland:  But yes.  And quite frankly, Senator Brown, one of the reasons that we have 

surpluses is we don’t project for the next year those large runs.  You can’t count on them.  We 

can’t predict them.  You know, we can have a year where we have three or four of those large runs 

and have a great year.  We can have a year where we have one large run.   

 

But typically…I wish I had a sales chart to show you what happens when that jackpot gets really 

big.  I mean, it’s not unusual for us to…I actually can’t tell you minute by minute what we do on a 

normal day.  But literally, minute by minute when that jackpot is high, we are selling $20,000 of 

tickets a minute – when that jackpot’s high.  And that’s a…I mean, 38% of that…The draw games 

have a higher return than the instant tickets. Thirty-eight percent of that is going to education. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you. 

 

Alice Garland: Those games have been great for us. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you, Ms. Garland. 

 

Sen. Apodaca:  Madam Chairman, may I… 

 

Chair Harrington:  Two more questions from committee. We’re trying to get through… 

 

Sen. Apodaca:  I want to do a quick follow-up and then make a statement, please. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Follow-up. 
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Sen. Apodaca:  Alright.  Well, I don’t want us to spend a whole lot of time worrying about House 

Bill 156 no matter where it is or where it was put, and that’s just for [inaudible].  And so, I don’t 

want Jamie going into labor and I don’t want you having a heart attack. 

 

And in finishing up, I think lightning hitting Senator Tucker is probably far greater than about 

anything I can think of odds-wise happening.  It out to probably happen at almost any moment.  So 

thank you. 

 

Chair Harrington:  Thank you for your comment.  Senator Brock?   

 

Sen. Brock:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  You know, we’re looking at advertising, you’re looking at 

when the jockpot’s do get that high, you have your [earned] media where it’s leading off a new 

story every night.  So when you’re looking at actually sales advertising is that the media’s doing 

more of it for you than what you’re putting in.  So your numbers are…I think you’re 

misinterpreting the numbers wrong.   

 

But, you know, the question I have on this one, and regardless of what Senator Apodaca said about 

the bill, looking at our information that worked to make the decision on the lottery [when] we 

created you in the middle of the night…The information we got on House Bill 156 that it would be 

no impact.  Do you talk to…And I know they’re coming up next, but did you – the Lottery 

Commission – talk to our Research staff to give us this information that said it would be no net 

impact.  You said the number…This is this year, but last year you said you didn’t have the 

numbers; now you do.  Can you walk me through the dialogue you had with them… 

 

Chair Harrington:  Ms. Garland? 

 

Alice Garland: We were not consulted when that fiscal note was put together.  In Fiscal 13 when I 

spoke in the House Judiciary Committee, I laid out what I thought the fiscal impact would be.  And 

my legislative liaison and I met with Representative Stam and we told him what we thought the 

fiscal impact would be.  So… 

 

Sen. Brock:  So… 

 

Chair Harrington:  Follow-up. 

 

Sen. Brock:  Follow-up? 

 

Alice Garland:  …it was not for a lack of our expressing what we thought would happen. 

 

Sen. Brock:  Follow-up? 

 

Chair Harrington:  Follow-up. 

 

Sen. Brock: What were your numbers? 
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Alice Garland:  Similar to what you see now.  I mean I…I don’t have them with me, but they 

haven’t changed very much. 

 

Sen. Brock: Can you provide me… 

 

Chair Harrington:  Follow-up. 

 

Sen. Brock: Can you provide me with that documentation that you gave to Representative Stam? 

 

Alice Garland:  We talked to him verbally.  I did not hand him a document. 

 

Chair Harrington: Thank you, Ms. Garland.  We very much appreciate you sharing your time 

with the Committee and answer all the questions.  Thank you.  Next we have Brian Matteson from 

the Fiscal Research Division… 

 

 

(55:36) 
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House Bill 156: Honest Lottery Act 
 

House Bill 156 requires the North Carolina State Lottery Commission to adhere to the following 

advertising requirements: 

 

 Advertising that states a total of payments to be paid over a period of time must also state 

the present value of the prize. 

 Advertising that states the probability of winning a prize must not omit the value of the 

lowest prize to be won. 

 When stating the odds of winning a prize the advertisement, at a minimum, must include 

the odds of winning the prize with the largest value. 

 Advertising or sponsorship of the NCEL in connection with any high school or collegiate 

sport or sporting event is prohibited. 

 Advertisements must not refer to the role of accountants or auditors. 

 

Lastly the bill asks that the University of North Carolina develop material and teaching methods 

that explain the probabilities and other mathematical aspects of a lottery game.  This information 

will be available as a component of high school courses in mathematics and civics. 

 

How is the North Carolina Education Lottery Currently Advertising? 
 

 The North Carolina State Lottery Act did little to regulate the tactics used to advertise the 

lottery. It did not ensure completely honest advertising. 

 

 Although advertisements were required to include the overall odds of winning a prize, there 

was no requirement that advertisements match the odds to the prize.  For example, the 

disclaimer in a NCEL ad just last year read, “Approximate odds of winning are 1 in 3.9,” 

but, only advertised the top prize of 200,000. While the overall probably of winning any 

amount of money, from $5 to $200,000, may be 1 in 3.90, the probability of winning the 

top prize may only be 1 in 800,000.   

 

 The Lottery Act also did not require advertisements to include the lowest prize to be won.  

Consequently, advertisements only mentioned the largest prize to be won.  As a result of the 

leniency regarding advertising standards, the NCEL is inducing people to engage in the 

lottery by advertising the largest prize amount along with the overall odds of winning (the 

smallest ratio) in order to smokescreen the near impossible odds of winning the top prize 
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 The Lottery Act did not require advertisements to include the present value of a prize that is 

paid out over a period of time.  For example, the headline of a recent 2012 TV 

advertisement read, “Jackpots Start at $40 MILLION,” which is the amount received if the 

winner chooses to take the prize received over twenty years instead of the lump sum.  There 

is no mention of the amount the player receives if the player chooses to take the lump sum; 

the lump sum being a significantly lower amount and the true value of the prize. 

Why Should the General Assembly Improve the Advertising Standards for the 

North Carolina Education Lottery?  
 

 

 The state of New Jersey compiled a study in 1988 and found, “[an annuity system of lottery 

payment] would be considered fair if it were not for the fact that only one person in twenty 

even has the remotest idea of what an annuity is.”  An annuity is a payment system in which 

the amount the annuity is worth is paid out over a number of years.
13

 

 

 

 

 Lottery advertisements overstate the true value of winning a jackpot by failing to 

communicate that if winners choose to receive their winnings over a twenty year period 

then their earnings are subject to the possibility of the value of the dollar decreasing over 

time (inflation).  In addition, a lottery winner would receive less interest on their money if 

they chose the lump sum payment than if they chose to receive an annuity.
14

 

 

 

 

 Lottery advertisements overstate the true value of the prize because they do not account for 

the amount of the prize that will be lost after taxes are taken out.
15

  

 

 

 

 State Lotteries are not held to the same advertising standards as private gambling 

institutions.  For example, the Federal Trade Commission mandates that commercial 

sweepstakes provide the probabilities of winning various prizes for a game.
16

 

 

 

 

                                                 
13

 Alan J. Karcher, Lotteries (New Brunswick: Transactional Publishers, 1989), 44 
14 Joshua Wolf Shenk, “Everyone’s A Loser,” Washington Monthly, 1995. 
15 Charles T. Clotfelter and Philip J. Cook, Selling Lotteries: State Lotteries in America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989) , 209. 
16 Charles T. Clotfelter, Philip J. Cook, Julie A. Edell, and Marian Moore, “State Lotteries at the Turn of the Century: Report to the National 

Gambling Impact Study Commission,” (1999): 8, accessed March 25, 2013, http://www3.nd.edu/~jstiver/FIN360/lottery.pdf. 
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 James M. Stearns and Shaheen Borna found that omitting objective information about the 

actual value of a lottery ticket is deceptive and that more complete information would allow 

lottery players to make more informed decisions.
17

 

 

 

 

 Charles T. Clotfelter and Philip J. Cook found that lottery advertising that excludes 

information about the probability of winning a top prize distorts consumers’ perception of 

winning.
18

 

Academic Support for Lottery Advertising Requirements 
 

 

 “What are the Consequences of this kind of advertising?  While no one can be sure, it 

seems likely that all attention to prizes and winning at the expense of information on the 

odds…increases players’ ‘subjective probability’ of winning.  [T]he virtual absence of 

information on the probability of winning a grand prize-these are the essential ingredients in 

lottery promotion…One possible if unproven effect of this lottery advertising policy is that 

consumers’ perception of the chance of winning might be systematically distorted. Another 

possible effect is an undermining of the credibility of the state government in general.”
19

 

 

 

 “The results of this research demonstrate that the value of a lottery ticket is relevant to 

lottery players because their intentions to buy changed when such information was 

present…Based on the behavioral intentions results of this research, the omission is 

‘serious’ in that fewer tickets would be sold under most conditions if expected values were 

known…This research presents some evidence that more understandable, complete 

information might allow those who play the lottery to make more informed decisions.  

Lotteries, therefore, should publish expected value information for a reasonable sampling of 

payoff level…”
20

 

 

 

 “Whether or not elaborate statements of odds are feasible, it is instructive to note that in the 

case of sweepstakes under the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission advertising 

must disclose the odds of winning all prizes as well as other facts about the game.  

                                                 
17 James M. Stearns and Shaheen Borna, “The Ethics of Lottery Advertising: Issues and Evidence,” Journal of Business Ethics 14, no. 1 (1995): 50, 

accessed March 25, 2013, http://www.jstor.org/stable/25072621. 
18

 Charles T. Clotfelter and Philip J. Cook, Selling Lotteries: State Lotteries in America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989), 211-12. 
19 Charles T. Clotfelter and Philip J. Cook, Selling Lotteries: State Lotteries in America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989), 210-12. 
20 James M. Stearns and Shaheen Borna, “The Ethics of Lottery Advertising: Issues and Evidence,” Journal of Business Ethics 14, no. 1 (1995): 49-

50, accessed March 25, 2013, http://www.jstor.org/stable/25072621. 
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Applying these standards to lottery advertising would necessitate a dramatic shift in current 

industry practice.”
21

 

 

 

 Research shows “that simply providing information may reduce the effects of error on 

decision making (Fischoff 1984, 1995).  For example, Arkes, Dawes, and Christensen 

(1986) find that merely providing people about probability information improves 

performance in a prediction task.  Fong, Krantz, and Nisbett (1986) show that training 

decision makers about expected values and simple statistics also leads to more accurate 

predictions.  Therefore, providing information that counters misconceptions regarding 

lottery play decisions may reduce or eliminate those misconceptions and their associated 

effects on intended or actual lottery play.”
22

 

 

 “Assume once again that $2 million dollars are wagered in order to create an alleged 

million-dollar jackpot.  The state, instead of paying out the million dollars, must make 

installments of fifty thousand per year…If the winner were to receive the actual jackpot, 

steps could be taken by the winner to protect their winnings from further tax obligations by 

investment in exempt bonds…[A]t the end of the twenty years, the winner would have the 

redemption value of the bonds…[T]he effects of inflation is never mentioned by 

states…The cost of an annuity that will pay its owner $50,000 per year for the next twenty 

years was, in spring of 1988, less than $500,000.  The winning player prevailed over odds 

that were indeed one in a million, yet the real value of his win is substantially less than what 

the odds warranted.  The annual payment method lost its justification years ago, but the 

cynicism that pervades the lottery system continues to triumph, and again, it is a matter of 

what the market will bear.”
23

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
21 Charles T. Clotfelter and Philip J. Cook, Selling Lotteries: State Lotteries in America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989), 209. 
22 Anthony D. Miyazaki, Anne M. Brumbaugh, and David E. Sprott, “Promoting and Countering Consumer Misconceptions of Random Events: The 
Case of Perceived Control and State-Sponsored Lotteries 20, no. 2 (2001): 255, accessed March 25, 2013, http://www.jstor.org/stable/30000592. 
23 Alan J. Karcher, Lotteries (New Brunswick: Transaction Publishers, 1989), 44-5. 
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Harry Truman once remarked that he would like to have a one-armed economist, since the 

economists advising him often gave two-sided explanations beginning with, “On the one hand....” 

When I spoke to the House Select Committee on April 19, I felt I was giving the same kind of 

answer.  Furthermore, I don’t think the two-sided aspect of my message got through to everyone, 

judging at least by the next day’s News and Observer headline (April 20, p. 4A): “Lottery aims at 

poor people, professor tells panel.”  Therefore, I am happy to respond to the staff’s request that I 

provide a written version of my remarks.  As I stated at the hearing, my views are based on years 

of research on state lotteries, most of that in collaboration with my Duke colleague Philip Cook.  I 

begin by summarizing what is known about patterns of lottery spending. 

 

 

Who Plays Lotteries? 

As a result of many household surveys over the years, including the national survey 

completed by the National Opinion Research Organization (NORC) in 1999 for the National 
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Gambling Impact Study Commission, we know several general facts about the pattern of lottery 

play in the United States.  About 60 percent of adults in lottery states play at least once a year.  In 

terms of amount of money bet, men play more than women, and those in middle age play more 

than the youngest or the oldest adults.1   The bulk of attention in policy discussions has concerned 

the relationship between lottery purchases and income.  Most of the studies that I have seen -- and 

Philip Cook and I reviewed a large number of them in our book, Selling Hope: State Lotteries in 

America (Harvard University Press, 1989) -- yield the following conclusion: average sales do not 

vary systematically by income.  That is, taking averages over all adults, both players and 

nonplayers, those in lower income brackets tend to spend roughly the same number of dollars a 

year as those in middle and upper income brackets.  Some studies show that the amount increases 

somewhat with income, while other studies indicate that the amount declines with income.  But in
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virtually every case we have examined, one conclusion is constant: lower-income individuals 

spend a higher percentage of their income than those in middle and upper income brackets.  This 

fact does not by itself make lotteries a good thing or a bad thing.  It only means that lotteries tend 

to have a particular pattern of consumption, which is unlike, for example, the pattern of 

expenditures for brie or Chablis, commodities the expenditures for which tend to increase as a 

percentage of income in upper income brackets.  Instead, the relationship of lottery purchases to 

income looks more like those of chicken wings or barbeque, items for which lower income 

households tend to spend a larger share of their income than those who are more affluent. 

 

 

It is important to stress that this observation about lottery purchases is drawn entirely 

from empirical observations of actual spending patterns.  Therefore it is appropriate, as Ed 

Stanek, Director of the Iowa Lottery, did when he spoke to the Select Committee, to raise 

questions about the reliability of empirical studies examining these spending patterns.  I base my 

conclusions about patterns of purchases on numerous studies, such as those summarized in our 

book, as well as three more recent studies that I mentioned in my presentation.  One of these is 

our report to the National Gambling Impact Study Commission, which used data from the NORC 

survey.  There are areas of uncertainly about how to interpret the results of that survey.  We made 

judgements, which we spelled out in our report, so that those who might disagree would see 

exactly what we did and could redo things if they disagreed.  That is fair game in the academic 

world, and we are happy to have such things questioned and debated.  I take exception, however, 

to the reference in Mr. Stanek’s remarks to our "own biases and beliefs."  I think any fair reading 

of our published work and statements will show an evenhanded attempt to produce objective 

research with supportable conclusions. 

 

 

That said, I should add that my remarks regarding spending patterns were based not just 

on the NORC study, but two other studies as well.2   One of those studies was undertaken by the 

Virginia Lottery.  I attach tables based on that report which spell out the details of my 

calculations.  I also attach graphs that show the percentage of income spent on three types of 

games..  Each of the studies shows that the percentage of income spent on lotteries declines as 

income increases.  Mr. Stanek, by the way, cited three studies that “show that increasing number 

of tickets are purchased by people with increasing incomes.”  I asked him if I could have copies of 

them.  Unfortunately, he reported that one of the studies (for his state of Iowa) is proprietary and 

nothing but the results could be released.  He sent me one study, for Minnesota, but, in contrast to 

our study for the National Gambling Impact Study Commission or the calculations I present here
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based on the Virginia Lottery report, it contained no documentation to show how the numbers 

had been calculated.3   He has promised to send a third, for Texas, but I have not seen it.  Despite 

their lack of documentation, I did rough calculations based on the two reports he sent me.  The 

Iowa figures do not imply a smooth decline in percent of income spent, though the percentage 

does decline above $25,000 and the income class spending the lowest percentage is the top 

income class.  The Minnesota figures in fact imply a continual decline in percentage of income, 

exactly in line with the conclusion we have found in our research. 

 
 

I remain quite open to the possibility that a different pattern of lottery consumption might 

exist, or exist under certain circumstances or in some areas.  Anyone wishing to know what the 

distributional impact of lottery finance would want to know about this pattern because 

information of this sort is central to one’s conclusion about that distributional impact.  However, 

based on the information that is in the public realm, I see no reason as yet to doubt earlier studies 

on this question. 

 
 

To repeat, therefore: lower-income individuals spend a higher percentage of their income 

on lottery purchases than those in middle and upper income brackets. 

 

 

Do Lotteries “Prey” upon the Poor? 

The original outline for the April 19 hearing posed the question, “Do lotteries ‘prey’ upon 

the poor?”  Does the conclusion written above in italics imply this?  Not if you take as your 

definition of “prey” what my Webster’s says, “to plunder, pillage, rob; to make profit from a 

victim by swindling.”  Like those who sell other consumer products, state lotteries do engage in 

what is called “target marketing,” that is, pitching their message to likely players.  So in one sense 

it is true that the poor are “the lottery’s targets,” in the words of the News and Observer’s 

editorial writer (April 23, 2000, p. 26A).  But it would not be rational for them to go after the 

poor exclusively.  The primary goal of state lotteries is to maximize their net revenues, so they are 

simply doing what any business wishing to sell, for example, more chicken wings or barbeque 

would do. This means aiming their advertising and other marketing differently than if they were 

trying to sell a product whose sales were more highly concentrated in middle or upper income 

brackets. 
 

 
 
 

Six Propositions about a State Lottery
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Given its pattern of consumption, what then can be said about lotteries as an activity of 

government?  Let me suggest six propositions. 

 

 

1. While some people will surely suffer, most of those who play a lottery will be made 

better off simply by its legalization.  Most people who play lottery games do not win, but that 

does not make the activity of playing any more “wasteful” or irrational than, say, playing video 

games, eating candy bars, or attending a hockey game.  They play because they evidently get 

something out of it.  This could explain why most opinion polls show that a majority of citizens 

would like to have a state lottery. 

 

 

2. Among those who would be worse off would be “problem gamblers,” some of whom 

will have serious financial problems as a result, and those who find the existence of a lottery and 

its advertising to be offensive.  Make no mistake about it: there will be some social costs 

associated with a state lottery.  This is the reason some states require funds to be set aside for 

programs dealing with gambling addiction, or why some states place limits on the amount or 

nature of advertising. 

 
 

3. By taking a high profit rate from the sale of lottery tickets, the state would be placing a 

very high “implicit tax” on lottery purchases.  For each dollar bet, the average state lottery pays 

55 cents in prizes, spends 12 cents on retailer commissions and other operating costs, which 

leaves 33 cents for the state.  Philip Cook and I call this an “implicit tax” because it has exactly 

the same effect as a tax on lottery expenditures.  If it were an excise tax, it would amount to a 50 

percent tax on the cost of operating the lottery (67 cents), making it much higher than the excise 

taxes we place on alcohol or tobacco products. 

 
 

4. Since lower income people spend more in proportion to their incomes than those with 

middle and upper incomes, they will tend to benefit more from playing a North Carolina lottery. 

Although no one can be certain how large the benefits of playing are, economists are inclined to 

look at people’s own behavior and assume that those who play the most will get the most 

enjoyment out of it.  To be sure, this approach applies to consumers who are not addicted and 

who have a pretty good idea of the odds and the prize structure. 

 
 

5. The implicit tax contained in lottery finance is regressive.  Just as a regressive tax is 

defined as one whose percentage of income is highest for those at low incomes levels, the implicit
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tax in lotteries, no matter what the rate, is regressive. By placing a high implicit tax on lottery 

purchases, a state in effect makes its revenue structure more regressive than it would be if the 

implicit tax on lotteries were in line with other tax rates.  Thus the same lower income people who 

benefit from the lottery’s legalization could benefit even more if the implicit tax on the lottery 

were in line with taxes on other taxed products, such as alcohol and tobacco. 
 

 
6. Through heavy marketing of lottery products, states compound this burden on lower 

income citizens and increase the social cost to problem gamblers and those who find state- 

sponsored gambling distasteful. 

 
 

High Implicit Tax Rates and Heavy Marketing are Optional, Not Necessary 

Although virtually every state lottery in the U.S. features both high implicit tax rates and 

heavy marketing of lottery products, a state-run lottery need not have either of them.  But without 

both of them, the lottery is unlikely to generate the kinds of revenues that proponents are hoping 

for. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
lotnc427



 

 
Table 1 

Lottery Play, by Income Level, Virginia, 1997 
 

 

Income Class Average 

Incomea
 

% of All 

Adultsb
 

No. of 

Adults 

in VA 

(000s)d
 

% of all 

Scratch 

Expend- 

ituresb
 

Amount 

of 

Scratch 

Sales* 

($M)c
 

% of all 

Pick 3,4 

Expend- 

ituresb
 

Amount 

of Pick 

3,4 Sales* 

($M)c
 

% of All 

Lotto/ 

Cash5** 

Expend- 

ituresb
 

Amount 

of Lotto/ 

Cash5** 

Sales* 

($M)c
 

LT $15,000 $7,515 15.0 779 18.0 47.57 23.0 71.51 16.0 37.64 

$15-25,000 $19,927 16.0 831 18.0 47.57 21.0 65.29 15.0 35.28 

$25-50,000 $36,160 40.0 2,078 45.0 118.92 36.0 111.93 39.0 91.74 

Over $50,000 $104,266 30.0 1,558 19.0 50.21 20.0 62.18 30.0 70.57 

 
 

Notes: * Sales totals multiplied by .88 to account for estimated 12% out-of-state sales. 

**Totals also include Big Game multi-state lotto. 

a. Hollenbeck, Scott and Maureen Keenan Kahr. (1999). “Individual Income Tax Returns, 1997: Early Tax Estimates”, SOI Bulletin 

Winter 1998-99, Table 2, p. 140; author’s caculations. 

b. Virginia Lottery. (1997) Who Plays the Lottery, Richmond, VA: Virginia Lottery, p. 3. 

c. International Gaming & Wagering Business. (1998). “Worldwide Lottery Sales,” June, 1998, p. 49. 

d. U.S. Bureau of the Census (2000). 1990 to 1999 Annual Time Series of State Population Estimates By Single Year of Age and Sex. 

Downloaded from  www.census.gov/population/www/estimates/st-99-10.html  April 27, 2000. 
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Table 2 

Percent of Average Income Used to Play Lottery-Virginia 1997 
 

 

Income Class Average 

Incomea
 

Scratch Sales, as 

% of Average 

Incomeb
 

Pick 3,4 Sales, as 

% of Average 

Incomeb
 

Lotto/Cash5* 

Sales, as % of 

Average Incomeb
 

LT $15,000 $7,515 0.81 1.22 0.64 

$15-25,000 $19,927 0.29 0.39 0.21 

$25-50,000 $36,160 0.16 0.15 0.12 

Over $50,000 $104,266 0.03 0.04 0.04 
 

 

Notes:*Calculations also include Big Game multi-state lotto sales. 

a. Hollenbeck, Scott and Maureen Keenan Kahr. (1999). “Individual Income Tax Returns, 1997: 

Early Tax Estimates”, SOI Bulletin Winter 1998-99, Table 2, p. 140. 

b. Calculations using sources a-d, Table 1. Amount of sales divided by number of adults, all as a 

percentage of average income.
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Figure 1 

Lottery Purchases as a Percentage of Income, Three Types of Games, Virginia, 1997 
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2.        Christopher Cornwell and David B. Mustard, “The Distributional Impacts of Lottery- Funded 

Merit Based Aid,” unpublished paper, University of Georgia, November 1999; and Virginia Lottery, 

Who Plays the Lottery, 1997 (Richmond, VA: Virginia Lottery), based on a consumer tracking 

survey conducted by Chilton Research Services, covering 9,600 Virginians, over the period 

September 2, 1996 and July 27, 1997. 
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1                                   And so the question is: well, given that lotteries are 
 

2       here to stay, then is there only one way to run one of these 
 

3       lotteries or could we think about some alternatives? 
 

4                                   Most of the lotteries in this country, maybe all of the 
 

5       state lotteries fit under the category that we call the revenue 
 

6       lottery where the mission either explicit or implicit is to make 
 

7       as much money as possible for the state treasury.  In some cases 
 

8       the authorizing legislation charges them with that objective. 
 

9                                   Very often lottery directors will say that that’s what 
 

10       they’re trying to do, that they pride themselves on being 
 

11       businesslike and on maximizing profit for the state.   They 
 

12       struggle to be allowed to act like a business rather than a state 
 

13       agency as much as possible, and they have gotten a great deal of 
 

14       freedom in that respect. 
 

15                                   The features of the revenue lottery are that there is a 
 

16       low payout rate or a high implicit tax, and the other thing is 
 

17       that there’s heavy promotion, as we have seen here, and other 
 

18       kinds of marketing.  So a very systematic approach to product 
 

19       design, to advertising, to outlets, and all the rest of it. 
 

20                                   The second possibility for a lottery is what we 
 

21       describe  as  the  assumptuary  lottery,  and  the  mission  of 
 

22       assumptuary lottery if we were to invent one would be to satisfy 
 

23       what the British call unstimulated demand.  This, in fact, was 
 

24       the guiding term in terms of British gambling policy for many 
 

25       years, and so the idea was, sure, you have casinos and other 
 

26       kinds of games in Britain, but they’re supposed to be understated 
 

27       in the British tradition and not to be encouraging people to 
 

28       participate.
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1                                   So the assumptuary lottery would be the equivalent of 
 

2       the state liquor store at least in many states, including North 
 

3       Carolina, or something that we call the lottery in the plain 
 

4       brown wrapper.   So it’s just there.   Take it or leave it. 
 

5       There’s no particular effort here to foist it on people who 
 

6       wouldn’t otherwise want it. 
 

7                                   And so among the characteristics might be no promotion, 
 

8       limited product line, certainly limits on the number and kinds of 
 

9       outlets, you know, crabby clerks and the whole business, much as 
 

10       you might get in a state liquor store, and the tax rate 
 

11       presumably would remain high in that. 
 

12                                   And then the third vision that we had or the third 
 

13       model that we had was what we call the consumer lottery, and the 
 

14       consumer lottery takes a different view. It says, well, it seems 
 

15       to be a notion here that the lottery is innocuous.  It’s fun. 
 

16       It’s something the public likes to play.  Why don’t we embrace 
 

17       that view and take a new approach, which is to say that the 
 

18       purpose of the lottery is not to make money for the state so much 
 

19       as it is to satisfy a reasonable interest on the part of the 
 

20       public in gambling in this fashion, and the state is providing a 
 

21       service to the public just like it does with its community 
 

22       college service system or its state parks.  It should provide 
 

23       that service to the public.  If the public wants to gamble, give 
 

24       them a chance to gamble, and make it as attractive as possible. 
 

25                                   So the object then is to serve the public rather than 
 

26       to exploit the public in the consumer lottery with no guilt about 
 

27       what you’re doing, and in that case presumably you would knock 
 

28       down this very high tax rate, which is to say increase the payout 
 

29       rate, maybe limited advertising.  That’s debatable.  Certainly
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1       allow new products to creep in as attractive products are 
 

2       invented.  Provide convenient outlets and all the rest of it. 
 

3                                   So that would be quite different.   This kind of 
 

4       customer service vision of a lottery would be yet another view of 
 

5       things. 
 

6                                   But as I say, what we actually have in this country is 
 

7       one after another revenue lottery where whatever is said at the 
 

8       time of adoption, why people vote for these lotteries at the time 
 

9       of a referendum, in fact the way that they’re run, is to get as 
 

10       much money as possible for state programs. 
 

11                                   The only exception to that is that there have been 
 

12       states that have adopted some of the views of assumptuary 
 

13       lottery.  That is, for example, in Virginia and Wisconsin and a 
 

14       couple of others, there has been restrictions on advertising, and 
 

15       there has been some discussion and in some cases political 
 

16       opposition to introducing, say, keno or to introducing video 
 

17       lottery games on the grounds that that is more risky.  It risks 
 

18       more problem gambling than traditional forms, and so those have 
 

19       been stopped politically. 
 

20                                   So that’s what we have now, is primarily the revenue 
 

21       lottery with some elements of assumptuary lottery creeping in in 
 

22       some places, and the consumer lottery has yet to surface. 
 

23                                   That’s my remarks, and I’ll be happy to answer any 
 

24       questions. 
 

25                                   COMMISSIONER WILHELM:  Dr. Cook, I found not only your 
 

26       work specifically   for the Commission, but especially this 
 

27       report, extremely helpful, and I appreciate that. 
 

28                                   And I should say by way of preface that personally I’m 
 

29       not a lottery fan.  On the other hand, it seems to me that if
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1       we’re going to make recommendations about the lottery, which 
 

2       we’re charged to do, that we ought to make sure that the 
 

3       recommendations that we make have a sound foundation. 
 

4                                   I appreciated your pointing out to us that at one point 
 

5       in your presentation you were switching from your professional 
 

6       expertise to your expertise as a citizen.  I think both kinds of 
 

7       expertise are perfectly valid. 
 

8                                   This first observation is not really addressed to you, 
 

9       in particular, because it’s fairly common. You made reference to 
 

10       gambling as a vice, and you said there are a lot of groups -- 
 

11       that was the term you used -- in society that support view of 
 

12       gambling.  Obviously, you’re right.  There are a lot of groups 
 

13       that say that. 
 

14                                   One of our colleagues on the Commission recently 
 

15       circulated a piece of paper that said that it was very important 
 

16       that we define gambling as a vice.  There wasn’t any  particular 
 

17       foundation for that, but of course, it was his opinion, and it’s 
 

18       a perfectly valid personal opinion. 
 

19                                   But as I read polls on this subject, I don’t believe 
 

20       the American people as a whole look upon gambling as a vice 
 

21       except in those cases where people engage in excessive gambling 
 

22       and have a negative impact. 
 

23                                   So I think that to the extent the Commission is going 
 

24       to try to have a solid foundation for what it does, that we’ve 
 

25       got to be careful of sort of personal opinions like that and not 
 

26       get them confused with something that has a foundation of some 
 

27       kind either in public opinion or in science. 
 

28                                   And flowing from that, you made the observation that 
 

29       lotteries are a lousy bet.   That was your phrase, and I



 

 

 

1       understand that.  I don’t personally play the lottery, and as I 
 

2       said, I’m not fan or supporter of the lottery, but I would like 
 

3       to know what your response is to the finding in the  NORC poll, 
 

4       and you made reference to it in your paper, that actually people 
 

5       think the odds are worse than they really are. 
 

6                                   I was, frankly, startled by that, but the more I think 
 

7       about it, the more it makes sense because I have always believed 
 

8       just as a personal opinion -- I don’t have science for this 
 

9       either -- that the American people as a whole are not stupid, and 
 

10       if that poll is right, people don’t really need to be told how 
 

11       bad the odds are because actually they think the odds are a lot 
 

12       worse, and yet they participate anyway. 
 

13                                   What do you make of that? 
 

14                                   DR. COOK:  Okay.  So two questions, one about what’s 
 

15       the actual or scientific grounds for labeling gambling a vice. I 
 

16       mean, I think that’s a matter of history and simply observation. 
 

17       You know, if you look back, many of the classic texts -- we 
 

18       included Chaucer, for example, The Canterbury Tales talking about 
 

19       it’s a waste of time and money and certainly labeled as a vice. 
 

20                                   More recently we have the vice squads of our big cities 
 

21       being  concerned with eliminating the numbers games on the 
 

22       streets, and so that I think that, you know, of course it has 
 

23       been viewed as a vice.  The fact that a majority currently is 
 

24       comfortable with the lottery is neither here nor there.  I’m not 
 

25       saying  anything  about  the  majority,  but  merely  about  a 
 

26       traditional view that continues to be fervently held by a group 
 

27       of people, albeit a minority, just as a minority fervently 
 

28       opposes abortion and a number of other things.



 

 

 

1                                   I don’t think you can settle this issue on the basis of 
 

2       public opinion polls.   Let me just say for myself I’m not 
 

3       particularly concerned about it, and I play the lottery from time 
 

4       to time.   I don’t see it as an issue, but where I get 
 

5       uncomfortable is when the state crosses the line to active 
 

6       promotion of this activity. 
 

7                                   And just as I would be uncomfortable with them actively 
 

8       encouraging people to drink alcohol, and I think that it’s the 
 

9       same basic situation, the same basic set-up.  Most of the public 
 

10       drinks alcohol.  The majority does.  The percentages are quite 
 

11       similar to the percentages that play the lottery, and folks are 
 

12       fairly comfortable with moderate drinking, but I think they would 
 

13       be uncomfortable with a state agency, the ABC or whatever it is, 
 

14       getting into the business of active promotion, saying, you know, 
 

15       you really should convert from being a weekend drinker to an 
 

16       everyday drinker or that you really should try to branch out in 
 

17       the kind of drinking you’re doing so that instead of just 
 

18       drinking beer, why don’t you also drink whiskey with that beer, 
 

19       and so on. 
 

20                                   It’s the difference between the public agency which 
 

21       carries  the  notion  of  the  public  interest  behind  it,  a 
 

22       presumption of a group that is supposed to be supporting the 
 

23       public interest, and taken seriously in a way that Madison Avenue 
 

24       ordinarily is not taken seriously.  That is the distinction here 
 

25       and the distinction that I care about. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"The Government as a Predator: A Troubling New Role in Troubled Economies" 

by Robert Goodman 

Excerpt from Chapter 8 of The Luck Business 

Reprinted with permission of the author. All rights reserved. 

 

This could be your ticket out. 

-An Illinois State Lottery billboard 

in a low-income Chicago neighborhood 

The proliferation of legalized gambling in America is probably the only example of a situation where government 

is not simply legalizing a potentially harmful situation, but is actually promoting it. As Chapter 4 demonstrated, 

governments did not decide to allow new gambling ventures in response to rising popular demands for more 

gambling. This is not, for example, like the repeal of Prohibition, where governments found itself responding to a 

popular political movement to legalize the business of producing and selling liquor. 

In the case of gambling, it is the government which is explicitly trying to get people to participate more, through 

advertisements, media promotions, and public relations campaigns. It is the government which is expanding the 

availability of more addictive forms of gambling like electronic gambling machines. The result is a dangerous 

shift in the fundamental role of government-- from regulator of gambling to promoter of gambling. 



 

 

Governments are getting regulations designed to protect the public, spending millions on promotions and 

advertisements, and in some cases even subsidizing private gambling enterprises. In the process, they are also 

recruiting millions of people into gambling who have never gambled before. 

This stands in stark contrast to the role of government, especially since the 1930's, as a protector of citizens 

through a host of laws and regulations designed to protect workplace conditions, health and safety, 

environment, civil rights, and so forth. In sponsoring more gambling, governments do not even require accurate 

social and economic impact statements about their expansion plans, the way they do in the case of potential 

environmental impacts of an expanding industry or the construction of a new highway. 

In this new promotional role, the government finds itself in a strange and contradictory position which makes it 

difficult to carry out its role of protecting the public. While it once regulated gambling in order to guard against 

gambling operators who might take advantage of its citizens, the government's own growing dependence on 

gambling revenues puts pressure on state officials to increase advertising and relax regulations. A 1986 New 

Jersey Governor's Advisory Commission observing what happened in Atlantic City put it simply: "The more 

entrenched is gambling in the budget process, then the more successful the industry may be in causing the 

relaxation of regulatory policies and procedures with which they do not agree." 

As far back as the 1950s, politicians argued that by legalizing gambling, governments would capture money that 

was already being bet illegally, eliminate the role of organized crime, and ensure that players weren't being 

cheated. Yet criminals never promoted their gambling operations the way governments now do with multi-

million dollar advertising campaigns, public relations efforts, focus group research, and penetration studies. "No 

matter what you do for a living," says a Massachusetts Lottery advertisement, "there's an easier way to make 

money." And in contrast to the ventures of organized crime, government-supported gambling is given extensive 

free publicity through newspaper and TV stories about incredible jackpots, happy winners, and transformed 

lives. 

The State as Dream Merchant 

From a psychological perspective, people's ability to dream and to hope for a better life can be a very healthy 

and useful human attribute. It helps them persevere under difficult circumstances, and it can motivate people to 

change and improve their lives. But by enticing people to spend their money on fantasies, governments are 

preying on people's ability to dream and hope. Rather than providing real hope for economic improvement, 

public officials are promoting the illusion of economic improvement-- becoming deeply involved in finding new 

ways of manipulating people's desire for a more secure future. They are enticing people into taking part in what 

should properly be called the "pathology of hope." When a government agency, like the New York State Lottery, 

says its players "whimsical fantasies" are being given "the hope of fulfillment" or that its gambling products offer 

people a chance to dream of paying off their debts or to dream about paying for their children's education, then 

governments have gotten themselves into playing a new and very dangerous role. 

By 1994, state lotteries were spending over $350 million a year to advertise their products. In 1991, the 

California Lottery had become the largest purchaser of advertising in Los Angeles County. Gregory Ziemak, 

Director of the Kansas Lottery and the former director of the Connecticut State Lottery, reflected on 

government's schizophrenia of trying to both regulate and promote gambling. In his Connecticut job, Ziemak 

says, he was criticized by some legislators and community leaders for his advertisements. "They said just the fact 

that you're advertising the lottery is wrong." But the bottom line of keeping his job ultimately depended on 



 

 

pleasing politicians who were judging him by the revenues he generated. "My success or failure," he said, "was 

how sales were. Were sales better than last year, or were they worse?" 

One of the most effective publicity techniques to promote more lottery play, according to Ziemak, was getting 

the media to produce stories about the winners. "People see a picture of a Lotto winner in the paper," said 

Ziemak, "You know he's a guy like you; he works in the shop, he has kids, he's going to use the money to put the 

kids through college. You say, 'You know maybe I could win'." When some winners shun this publicity, lottery 

officials find ways of persuading them. According to Ziemak: 

What we tell the winners is, look you won $5 million, that's news. It's public information whether you agree to 

talk to the press, or allow us to release it to the press, we're still going to release your name, your town, and the 

amount won. And if we do that the press might call you because you're not saying anything. Sometimes they get 

more interested. What we suggest you do, is go downstairs and talk to them. 

Government promotion of its gambling products not only persuades people to gamble at legal operations, but, 

according to William Jahoda, a former gambling operator for organized crime in Chicago, also benefits illegal 

ventures. "[Public] agency marketing and media advertising blitzes promoting gambling," he told the Chicago 

Gaming Commission, give people the perception that gambling is a "healthy entertainment." Jahoda 

characterized the public officials involved in promoting government gambling ventures as "our unwitting front 

men and silent partner." 

Manipulating Psychological Needs 

In finding new ways to stimulate more demand for their gambling products, government officials have become 

increasingly adept at manipulating player behavior through the use of sophisticated market research analysis, 

consumer surveys, penetration studies, and focus groups. They continuously monitor player attitudes and 

behaviors in order to design new sales pitches which are closely attuned to people's psychological needs and 

fears. One Massachusetts Lottery television ad focused on a real fear of many hard-core players-- that they 

won't play their number on the day it finally comes up. In the staged commercial, a newsman attempts to 

interview a number of distraught players who would have won on the day they forgot to play. Lance Dodes, the 

operator of a Massachusetts treatment center for problem gamblers, described such government-promoted ads 

as ones which lead to more problem gambling. "[Players] are terrified not to play their number," he explained, 

"and the Lottery preys on those fears." 

Despite this obvious manipulation, in 1991 Jim Hosker, Kentucky's lottery director, said that lottery players tend 

to absolve government of responsibility for their losses. Since people know they are playing against enormous 

odds, he said, they tend to blame themselves and not the state when they lose. Their psychological reaction, 

according to Hosker, is, "I didn't pick the right numbers." 

The goal of lottery advertising is not only to increase the amount of money that people gamble, but also to 

increase the number of people who gamble-- what those who market gambling call "expanding the player base." 

To accomplish this, lottery managers are constantly trying to find new ways of getting people to shift their 

spending away from other consumer products and services and into gambling at lotteries. As the marketing 

director of a Canadian lottery said, "We believe any promotion that can alter the regular purchasing habits of 

the consumer is viewed as significantly benefiting our long-term success." 

According to Jim Davey, a former Oregon State Lottery director, "We're a market-driven organization and I mean 

we're going to go out and expand this business." The way to increase sales, according to Davey and other lottery 



 

 

managers, is to constantly change games. "Offer something that looks new," said Davey, who later became 

president of Automated Wagering International, an electronic gambling machine manufacturer. "At Christmas 

we do Holiday Cash. With Lucky Stars we play on people's astrological signs. We find that if you run two or three, 

four or five games at the same time, you'll sell more tickets." 

The late Ralph Batch, director of several state lotteries and a pioneer in the industry, once described lotteries as 

"living things." "They have to be massaged," said Batch, "to retain the excitement of the public." The Director of 

Kentucky's lottery said his tickets needed to be aggressively marketed just like other consumer products. 

"You've got to come up with the 'Improved Ivory Snow' and the 'New and Improved Ivory Snow.' We've got to 

change the product. People get sick of anything." Eric Turner, executive director of the Massachusetts Lottery, 

similarly said his lottery's games must be advertised like other consumer products-- "People get tired of them 

over time," said Turner. In 1994, he predicted that if his agency was forced to eliminate its advertising budget, 

revenues could go down as much as 20 percent. 

The Difficulties of Expanding the Gambling Market 

But by the late 1980s lottery officials discovered that in spite of large expenditures for advertising and free 

publicity about winners of mega-jackpots, it was still difficult to generate ever-increasing amounts of betting. 

For most people gambling at unskilled games like lotteries is not inherently interesting. What does make this 

kind of gambling attractive is the possibility of winning money. High levels of play could only be maintained by 

state lotteries through aggressive advertising, and the continued infusion of higher jackpots, more frequent 

drawings, and new games. These enterprises have also come to depend on a small group of people spending 

larger amounts of money on the games. Nationally, by 1992, only 15 to 20 percent of lottery players accounted 

for about 70 to 80 percent of all sales. 

When a lottery is initially introduced, it will typically bring a state vast amounts of new money in the first few 

year-- sometimes increasing revenues from 30 to 50 percent in a single year. But this initial euphoric rise is 

usually followed by much slower sales increases-- typically in the yearly range of 3 percent. According to Deloitte 

and Touche, an economic analysis and accounting firm that prepares studies for the gambling industry, lottery 

games tend to have "rapid product life cycle curves, approaching maturity quickly." Players become bored with 

these games and those who play for long periods get tired of not winning and stop playing. "The most successful 

lotteries," they reported, "counter life cycle maturity by changing the product mix, altering the product, and, in 

large part through marketing, providing the customer with a greater perception of value." 

Lottery directors in the early 1990s, complaining of increased competition for the consumer's discretionary 

dollars, needed to find more innovative ways to expand their revenues. Jerry R. Crandall, Commissioner of the 

Michigan Lottery, told a group of gambling industry executives in 1992 that lotteries no longer had their 

"uniqueness and mystique," and that lottery agencies and their advertising agencies were having to work much 

harder than ever for any sales increases. 
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1                                                            A BILL TO BE ENTITLED 

2      AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR HONESTY IN ADVERTISING AND MARKETING OF THE 

3            NORTH CAROLINA STATE LOTTERY. 

4      The General Assembly of North Carolina enacts: 

5                        SECTION 1.  G.S. 18C-114(a)(2) reads as rewritten: 

6      "§ 18C-114.  Powers and duties of the Commission. 

7            (a)       The Commission shall have the following powers and duties: 

8                        … 

9                        (2)       To prescribe the nature of lottery advertising which shall comply with the 

10                                    following: 

11                                    a.         All     advertising     shall     include     resources     for     responsible 

12                                                gaminggambling information. 

13                                    b.         No advertising may intentionally target specific groups or economic 

14                                                classes. 

15                                    c.         No advertising may be misleading, unfair,  deceptive, or present any 

16                                                lottery  game  as  a  means  of  relieving  any  person's  financial  or 

17                                                personal difficulties. 

18                                    d.         No advertising may have the primary purpose of inducing persons to 

19                                                participate in the Lottery. 

20                                    e.         Advertising which states a total of payments to be paid over a period 

21                                                of time shall state the present value of the prize. 

22                                    f.         Advertising which states the probability of winning a prize shall not 

23                                                omit the value of the lowest prize to be won. 

24                                    g.         Advertising which  states  the odds  of winning  a prize must,  at  a 

25                                                minimum, disclose the odds of winning the prize with the largest 

26                                                value. 

27                                    h.         No advertising or sponsorship may take place in connection with any 

28                                                high school or collegiate sport or high school or collegiate sporting 

29                                                event." 

30                        SECTION 1.5.  G.S. 18C-115 of the General Statutes reads as rewritten: 



 

 

31      "§ 18C-115.  Reports. 

32            (a)       Reports on Operation of the Commission. –   The Commission shall send quarterly 

33      and annual reports on the operations of the Commission to the Governor, State Treasurer, the 

34      Lottery Oversight Committee,  and to the General Assembly. The reports shall include complete 
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1      statements  of  lottery revenues,  prize  disbursements,  expenses,  net  revenues,  and  all  other 

2      financial transactions involving lottery funds, including the occurrence of any audit. 

3            (b)       Disclosure of Proceeds from Lottery Funding. –  Each State department or agency 

4      receiving lottery funds shall use its established communications channels to inform the public 

5      about amounts received and activities supported by lottery proceeds." 

6                        SECTION 2.  G.S. 18C-130 reads as rewritten: 

7      "§  18C-130.    Types  of  lottery  games;  lottery  games  and  lottery  advertising;  certain 

8                        disclosures and information to be provided. 
9            (a)       Unless the General Assembly approves, the Commission may use only draw-style 

10      games and instant scratch-off games as types of lottery games.The Commission shall determine 

11      the types of lottery games that may be used in the Lottery. Games may include instant lotteries, 

12      online  games,  games  played  on  computer  terminals  or  other  devices,  and  other  games 

13      traditional to a lottery or that have been conducted by any other state government-operated 

14      lottery. 

15            (b)       In lottery games using tickets, each ticket in a particular game shall have printed on 

16      it  a unique number distinguishing it  from  every other ticket  in  that  lottery game and  an 

17      abbreviated form of the game-play rules, including resources for responsible gaminggambling 

18      information. In lottery games using tickets, each  no  ticket may have printed on it a depiction of 

19      one or more cartoon characters. characters, whose primary appeal is not to minors. In lottery 

20      games using tickets with preprinted winners, the overall estimated odds of winning prizes shall 

21      be printed on each ticket. No name or photograph of a current or former elected official shall 

22      appear on the tickets of any lottery game. 

23            (c)       In games using electronic computer terminals or other devices to play lottery games, 

24      no coins or currency shall be dispensed to players from those electronic computer terminals or 

25      devices. 

26            (d)       No games shall be based on the outcome of a particular sporting event or on the 

27      results of a series of sporting events. 

28            (e)       Lottery  advertising  shall  be  tastefully  designed  and  presented  in  a  manner  to 

29      minimize the appeal of lottery games to minors. The use of cartoon characters or  of false, 

30      misleading,  unfair,   or  deceptive  information  in  lottery  advertising  is  prohibited  and  shall 

31      constitute an unfair and deceptive trade practice under G.S. 75-1.1. All advertising promoting 

32      the sale of lottery tickets or shares for a particular game shall include the actual or estimated 

33      overall odds of winning the game. 

34            (f)        The Commission shall make available on its Web site a detailed tabulation of the 

35      estimated number of prizes of each particular prize denomination that are expected to be 

36      awarded in each lottery game or  and  the estimated odds of winning these prizes  each prize  

at 

37      the time that lottery game is offered for sale to the public. 

38            (g)       The Commission shall, in consultation with the Department of Health and Human 

39      Services,  develop  and  provide  information  to  the  public  about  gambling  addiction  and 

40      treatment. 

41            (h)       The  University  of  North  Carolina  shall  develop  and  make  available  to  the 

42      Department of Public Instruction course and professional development materials explaining the 

43      probabilities and other mathematical features of a lottery game for inclusion as a component of 

44      high school courses in civics and mathematics. The University of North Carolina shall also 

45      make available those same materials to the Office of Non-Public Education in the Department 

46      of Administration to be available to other schools. 

47            (i)        The University of North Carolina shall commission or perform research on patterns 

48      of: 

49                        (1)       Lottery participation as to frequency, amounts spent, family income levels, 

50                                    and other socioeconomic factors.



 

 

35 (1) Disclose the potential contractor's name, phone number, and address. 

36 (2) Disclose all the states and jurisdictions in which the potential contractor does 

37  business and the nature of the business for each state or jurisdiction. 

38 (3) Disclose all the states and jurisdictions in which the potential contractor has 

39  contracts to supply gambling or  gaming goods or services, including 
lottery 40  goods and services, and the nature of the goods or services involved for each 

41  state or jurisdiction. 

42 (4) Disclose all the states and jurisdictions in which the potential contractor has 

43  applied  for,  has  sought  renewal  of,  has  received,  has  been  denied,  has 

44  pending, or has had revoked a lottery  lottery, gambling,  or gaming license or 

45  permit of any kind or had fines or penalties assessed on a license, permit, 

46  contract,  or operation  and  the disposition  of such  in  each  such state  or 

47  jurisdiction. If any lottery  lottery, gambling,  or gaming license, permit, 
or 48  contract has been revoked or has not been renewed or any lottery  lottery, 

49  gambling,  or gaming license, permit, or application has been either denied or 

50  is pending and has remained pending for more than six months, all of the 

 

 

1                        (2)       Lottery ticket sales locations in comparison to the frequency, amounts spent, 

2                                    family income levels, and other socioeconomic factors of the neighborhoods. 

3            The University of North Carolina shall make such research available to the Legislative 

4      Research Commission." 

5                        SECTION 3.  G.S. 18C-132(a) reads as rewritten: 

6            "(a)     If a lottery game uses a daily or less frequent drawing of winning numbers, a 

7      drawing among entries including second chance drawings where the value of the prize is five 

8      thousand dollars ($5,000) or more, or a drawing among finalists, all of the following conditions 

9      shall be met: 

10                        (1)       The drawings shall be open to the public. 

11                        (2)       The  drawings  shall  be  witnessed  by  an  independent  certified  public 

12                                    accountant or by an auditor employed by a certified public accounting firm. 

13                                    No  advertising  of  a  North  Carolina  game  shall  refer  to  the  role  of  the 

14                                    independent certified public accountant or auditor employed by a certified 

15                                    public accounting firm. 

16                        (3)       Any equipment used in the drawings shall be inspected by the independent 

17                                    certified  public  accountant  or  auditor  employed  by  a  certified  public 

18                                    accounting firm and an employee of the Commission both before and after 

19                                    the drawings. 

20                        (4)       Audio and visual records of the drawings and inspections shall be made. 

21            If a lottery game uses a drawing among entries for (i) a second chance drawing or (ii) any 

22      other promotion conducted by the lottery, where the value of the prize is less than five thousand 

23      dollars ($5,000) in value, the requirements of subdivisions (2) and (3) of this subsection do not 

24      apply." 

25                        SECTION 4.   Article 8 of Chapter 18C of the General Statutes is amended by 

26      adding a new section to read: 

27      "§ 18C-174.  Venue for civil actions. 

28            Venue for any civil action under this Chapter, or for any civil action under G.S. 75-1.1 of 

29      the General Statutes for violation of this Chapter, shall be in Wake County." 

30                        SECTION 5.  G.S. 18C-152(c) reads as rewritten: 

31            "(c)     For purposes of this subsection, the term "potential contractor" shall include the 

32      potential contractor and each of the persons applicable under subsection (b) of this section. At a 

33      minimum, the potential contractor required to disclose information for a thorough background 

34      investigation under G.S. 18C-151 shall do all of the following:



 

 

 

1  facts and circumstances underlying the failure to receive that license shall be 
2  disclosed. 

3 (5) Disclose the details of any finding or plea, conviction, or adjudication of 

4  guilt in a state or federal court of the potential contractor for any felony or 

5  any other criminal offense other than a minor traffic violation. 

6 (6) Disclose  the  details  of  any  bankruptcy,  insolvency,  reorganization,  or 

7  corporate  or  individual  purchase  or  takeover  of  another  corporation, 

8  including bonded indebtedness, or any pending litigation of the potential 

9  contractor. 

10 (6a) Disclose as to the potential contractor's demographic data for its employees 

11  broken down by the following categories: race, age, sex, and nationality. The 

12  Commission  may  specify  age  bands  and  nationality  groupings  for  the 

13  disclosure report. 

14 (7) If at least twenty-five percent (25%) of  twenty percent (20%) of  the cost of a 

15  potential contractor's contract is subcontracted, the potential contractor shall 

16  disclose all of the information required by this section for the subcontractor 

17  as if the subcontractor were itself a potential contractor. 

18 (8) Make   any   additional   disclosures   and   information   the   Commission 

19  determines to be appropriate for the contract involved." 

20                        SECTION 6.  This act becomes effective July 1, 2013. Section 4 of this act 
does 
21      not affect pending litigation. 
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BILL NUMBER:   House Bill 156 (Second Edition) 

 
SHORT TITLE:    Honest Lottery Act. 

 
SPONSOR(S):        Representatives Stam, L. Hall, Glazier, and Hardister 

 

 

FISCAL IMPACT 
 
 

Yes                       No                      No Estimate Available 

 
 

State Impact 

FY 2013-14 FY 2014-15 FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 

Special Fund Revenues: 0 0 0 0 0 

Special Fund Expenditures: (550,454) (590,070) (604,940) (617,889) (630,743) 

 
State Positions: 

 
0.0 

 
0.0 

 
0.0 

 
0.0 

 
0.0 

 

 
NET STATE IMPACT 

 

 

$550,454 

 

 

$590,070 

 

 

$604,940 

 

 

$617,889 

 

 

$630,743 
 

PRINCIPAL DEPARTMENT(S) & PROGRAM(S) AFFECTED:  Lottery Commission, University of North Carolina, 

Department of Public Instruction, Department of Administration 
 

EFFECTIVE DATE: July 1, 2013 
 

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS: 

Yes - See Technical Considerations Section 

* Expenditures are adjusted based on inflation rates from Moodys.com 
 
 
 

BILL SUMMARY: 

 
Amends G.S. 18C-114 by requiring the North Carolina State Lottery Commission (Commission) 
to ensure that (1) advertising that displays a total amount of payments to be paid over a period of 

time must also indicate the present value
1 

of the total prize in current dollars, (2) advertising that 
states probability of winning a prize cannot omit the value of the lowest prize to be won, (3) 
advertising that states the odds of winning must at least disclose the odds of winning the prize with 

the largest value, and (4) no advertising or sponsorship can take place in connection with any high 

school or collegiate sport or sporting event. 
 
 
 

1 
Present Value – the current capital value of a future income or outlay or a series of such incomes or outlays. It is 

computed by the process of discounting at a predetermined rate of interest. Source: Dictionary.com



 

 

Amends G.S. 18C-115 to require the Lottery Commission to provide an annual report on the 

allocation of proceeds from lottery funds to the Governor, State Treasurer, and to the General 

Assembly.   The Commission will be required to use established communications channels to 

inform the public about the proceeds of lottery funds. 

 
Amends G.S. 18C-130, by limiting the types of lottery games that can be used by the Commission 

to “draw-style” and “instant scratch-off” games unless the General Assembly approves otherwise. 

Prevents the use of cartoon characters in games using tickets whether or not the primary appeal is 

to minors.  Prohibits the use of unfair information in advertising. 

 
Requires the Commission to post on its website the tabulations of the estimated number of prizes 

and estimated odds of winning each prize. 

 
Requires the  University  of  North  Carolina  (UNC) to  develop and   make  available  to  the 

Department of Public Instruction professional development and course materials explaining lottery 

probabilities and other mathematical features. These materials should be developed with an eye 

towards  inclusion  in  high  school  civics  and  mathematics  courses.  UNC  will  also  complete 

research on the patterns of lottery participation and lottery ticket sales, including socioeconomic 

factors of each. 

 
Amends G.S. 18C-132(a) to prohibit lottery advertising or winning number announcements from 

referencing the role of the required accountant or auditor in North Carolina lottery drawings. 

 
Amends G.S. 18C by adding a new G.S. 18C-174, establishing Wake County as the venue for any 

civil action under G.S. 18C or for any civil action under G.S. 75C for violation of G.S. 18C. 

 
Amends G.S. 18C-152(c), making technical and clarifying changes. Also requires Commission 

contractors to disclose demographic data for its employees. If 20% (was, 25%) of the contract is 

subcontracted, the contractor must also disclose demographics for the subcontractor's employees. 

 
Effective July 1, 2013, with new venue requirements not affecting pending litigation. 

Source:  Bill Digest 

ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODOLOGY: 

 
General Information 

 

The Lottery Commission is an enterprise agency for the State of North Carolina that is fully receipt 

supported.  Annually, the lottery generates revenues from ticket sales and uses the funds to cover: 

Prizes awarded under the program; 

Administrative costs (including advertising/marketing); and, 

Retailer commissions.



 

 

 

University 
 

Cost 

NC State $145,000 

NC A&T $12,500 

Fayetteville State $5,000 

UNC – Chapel Hill $100,000 

Appalachian State $55,000 

 

Revenues net of operating costs support state-funded programs such as: 

Classroom teachers 

Public school capital 

NC Pre-K program 

UNC need-based financial aid 

Scholarships for Needy Students 
 
Section 1 
Section 1 of the bill provides additional regulatory requirements on information to be contained in 
lottery advertising. 

 
Specifically, the bill requires: 

   Advertising that promotes a total payment amount to be distributed over a period of time 
must state the present value of the prize; 

   Advertising that displays the odds of winning a prize must also disclose: 

o The odds of winning the largest available prize; and, 
o The value of the lowest available prize. 

 
The Lottery Commission does not anticipate any costs from incorporating the changes to statistical 

probability disclaimers provided in lottery advertisements.  No fiscal impact is anticipated. 
 

Section 1 also prohibits advertising and sponsorship at athletic events involving high school and 

collegiate sports.   While the Lottery Commission has not engaged in advertising at high school 

athletic events, the Commission does engage in marketing at collegiate athletic events.  Following 

the creation of the state lottery, the Lottery Commission began marketing at collegiate athletic 

events.   After approximately one year of advertising, the Lottery Commission was no longer 

permitted to market the lottery at University of North Carolina (UNC) system athletic events. 

 
Beginning in the 2012-13 fiscal year, the Lottery Commission was permitted and resumed 

marketing at UNC system institutions.   For the 2012-13 fiscal year, the Lottery Commission 

budgeted $906,000 for university marketing.  Table 1 below displays the actual annual contractual 

cost with each respective university: 
 

 
 

Table 1: University Advertising Costs



 

 

 

University Cost 

Western Carolina $3,760 

UNC-Charlotte $20,000 

UNC-Wilmington $11,000 

Wake Forest $103,194 

Duke $170,000 
 

Total 
 

$625,454 
 

Since  the  lottery  does  not  have  a  long  history  of  advertising  at  collegiate  athletic  events, 

insufficient data is available to isolate the sales impact of these efforts.  Therefore, Fiscal Research 

estimates that prohibiting marketing at high schools and universities will result in $625,454 in 

direct, recurring savings for the Lottery Commission.  However, these direct savings may not be 

fully realized due to the possibility that marketing restrictions will reduce ticket sales.  Also, the 

savings may not be fully realized if the Lottery Commission directs the funds that would be spent 

on collegiate marketing to other marketing strategies. 

 
Section 1.5 
Section 1.5 adds a new reporting requirement to the Lottery Commission.  The bill states that the 
Lottery Commission will provide an annual report on the allocation of expenditures of lottery 

proceeds.  The report will be submitted to the Governor, State Treasurer, the General Assembly, 

and be made publicly available through Lottery Commission communications.  No fiscal impact is 

anticipated. 
 

Section 2 
Section 2 of the bill limits the type of games offered by the Lottery Commission to only draw-style 
and instant scratch-off games.  The General Assembly must approve any additional types of lottery 

games.  Section 2 also requires the Lottery Commission to maintain, on its website, the estimated 

odds of winning each prize at the time the lottery game is offered to the public.  No fiscal impact is 

anticipated. 
 

Section 2 also directs the University of North Carolina to develop course and professional 

development materials explaining probabilities and other mathematical features of lottery games to 

include as a component of high school courses in civics and mathematics.  Once the course and 

professional development materials are developed, the University of North Carolina will make the 

materials available to the Department of Public Instruction and the Office of Non-Public Education 

in the Department of Administration to be available to schools. 

 
The University of North Carolina estimates the one-time cost for the curriculum component to be 

$25,000.   This estimate assumes that curriculum would be assembled from information already 

available and that it would be made available to the Departments of Public Instruction and 

Administration through posting on a website (rather than producing hard copy materials).   This 

estimate is similar to costs estimated for an older, but similar program.   In 1999, the State of 

Louisiana developed and implemented a similar type of curriculum.  Louisiana’s Fiscal Research



 

 

Division anticipated $24,000 in one-time costs to develop the curriculum in connection with 

Harvard University. Implementation costs were also estimated ($95,000 in annual costs for 

implementation, $25,000 for supplies and $70,000 to implement the program), however the UNC 

estimate assumes that information would be made available through posting on a website.   In 

addition, several publicly available sources already have lesson plans and instructional components 

related to probability not required by this bill. 

 
The University of North Carolina is also tasked with commissioning or performing research on 

patterns of: 

   Lottery  participation  as  to  frequency,  amount  spent,  family  income  levels,  and  other 
socioeconomic factors; and, 

   Lottery ticket sales geographic locations in comparison to the frequency, amount spent, 
family income levels, and other socioeconomic facts of the neighborhoods. 

 
Research commissioned or performed by the University of North Carolina under this bill will be 

made available to the Legislative Research Commission. 

 
Texas House Bill 947 was passed in 1993 and requires the Texas Lottery Commission to conduct a 

demographic study of lottery players every two  years to be reported  to the commission, the 

governor, and the legislature. Since at least 2006, the commission has conducted the survey 

annually by paying a state university to conduct the survey and produce the accompanying report. 

For the past three years, the survey has been conducted by the Hobby Center for Public Policy at 

the University of Houston. 

 
The Texas Lottery Commission has paid $50,000 to the Hobby Center each of the past three years. 

Expenses are broken down in Table 2: 

 
Table 2: Lottery Survey Expenses 

Staff $20,600 

Surveyor's Wages $17,000 

Traditional Phone Sample $5,200 

Cell Phone Sample $5,200 

Travel $2,000 

Total Cost $50,000 
 

The Texas Lottery Commission indicated that if newer technology were used, instead of the phone 

sampling they require, the cost to conduct the survey could be reduced. 

 
The University of North Carolina concurs with this estimate of $50,000 per year for the research 

requirements under this bill. 
 

As mentioned, the bill requires the materials developed by UNC to be made available to the 

Department of Public Instruction and Office of Non-Public Education in the Department of 

Administration.  The Department of Public Instruction must provide the resources to local school



 

 

districts for use as a component of high school coursework in civics and mathematics.  Since these materials 

will be made available electronically, there are no costs estimated for sharing these resources with local school 

districts. 
 

Section 3 
Section  3  of  the  bill  restricts  the  reference  to  the  role  of  the  auditor  or  accountant  in  any 
advertising or winning number announcement associated with a North Carolina lottery game.  The Lottery 

Commission indicates that the announcement of the role of the auditor or accountant is used to publicly 

display compliance with G.S. 18C-132(a)(2) requiring lottery drawings to be witnessed by an independent 

accountant or auditor.  There is no financial benefit received by the Lottery Commission for this 

announcement.  No fiscal impact is anticipated. 
 

Section 4 
Section 4 of the bill directs all civil actions for potential violations of Chapter 18C of the General 
Statutes to occur in Wake County.  No fiscal impact is anticipated. 

 

Section 5 
Section 5 of the bill makes statutory wording changes and requires additional information to be 
disclosed by potential contractors performing services for the Lottery Commission.   No fiscal impact is 

anticipated. 
 

SOURCES OF DATA:  University of North Carolina, Louisiana Fiscal Research, Texas Lottery 

Commission, North Carolina Lottery Commission, Department of Public Instruction 

 
TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS: 

Section 1 of the bill directs the Lottery Commission to display the present value of any lottery prizes that are 

paid to the winner over time.   As the language is currently read, the Lottery Commission would be responsible 

for determining assumptions to use for present value analysis of the prizes. 
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Memorandum 
 

To:      Representative Paul Stam 

 
From:  Dylan Finch 

 
Date:   December 3, 2013 

 
RE:     An Examination of Lottery Funding and Sales for Six Counties in North Carolina 

 

 

Below are two tables illustrating lottery funding and sales for Greene, Nash, Caswell, Cleveland, 

Wayne, and Craven counties in North Carolina for the 2012-2013 fiscal year.  First we analyzed the differences 

between Greene and Nash counties, as well as how they compare to the State of North Carolina as a whole. 

Greene and Nash counties received roughly the same amount of funding from the lottery per student (Nash 

receiving a little less due to incomplete information) despite a significant disparity in lottery sales per capita for 

the two counties (Nash being much higher).  However, the most telling statistic is the percentage of average 

lottery sales per capita (18 and older) for the two counties.  The State average for lottery sales per capita in the 

State is $209.39 (calculated by dividing total lottery sales by the 18 and older population for NC).  Greene 

County exceeds the average by 2.04 percent.  Nash County, on the other hand, does so by 159.01 percent. 

I hypothesize that Greene County has such a small population that a disproportionate share of sales to its 

residents occur outside the county on their way to and from work.  Similarly, I hypothesize that Nash County 

(on I-95) sales may disproportionately include sales to out of county residents.  If I am correct then the true 

subsidy to the west from the east is probably somewhere between the Nash County and Greene County 

experience.  To test this hypothesis I have included Wayne County and Craven County which show a 35.15 

percent and 39.80 percent disparity (respectively). 

Greene, Nash, Wayne, and Craven are all in the eastern part of the State.  How do they compare to 

comparable counties in the western half?  Caswell and Cleveland counties have similar populations, economic 

situations, industries, and academic institutions as Greene and Nash counties (respectively).  All six counties 

have roughly the same lottery funding per student and are just below the state-wide average.  However, the two 

western counties differ drastically from Nash and Greene counties in lottery spending per capita.  Both 

Cleveland and Caswell counties are over 20 percentage points below the statewide average. 



 

 

All six counties receive approximately the same amount of lottery funds per student, but the two eastern 

counties far surpass the two western counties in lottery sales per capita.  The east is subsidizing the education of 

the children of the west.



 

 

Lottery Funding Per Student 2012-2013 FY 
  

 
 
 
 

Lottery Funding 
FY 2012-131

 

 

 
Number of 
Students for 
2012-13 
School Year2

 

 

 
 
 

Lottery 
Funding Per 
Student 

 

 
Percent of 
Average 
Funding Per 
Student 

Greene 
County 

 

 

$705,395 

 

 

3,213 

 

 

$219.544 

 

 

97.24% 
 

 

Nash County3
 

 

 

$3,668,522 

 

 

18,860 

 

 

$194.513 

 

 

86.16% 

Caswell 
County 

 

 

$628,423 

 

 

2,858 

 

 

$219.882 

 

 

97.39% 

Cleveland 
County4

 

 

 

$3,440,835 

 

 

15,651 

 

 

$219.848 

 

 

97.38% 

Craven 
County 

 

 

$3,547,334 

 

 

15,439 

 

 

$229.764 

 

 

101.77% 

Wayne 
County 

 

 

$4,451,247 

 

 

19,529 

 

 

$227.930 

 

 

100.96% 

North 
Carolina 

 

 

$337,028,959 

 

 

1,492,793 

 

 

$225.771 

 

 

100.00% 
1Excludes NC Pre-K, Scholarship, and UNC Need-Based Aid Funding 

2Includes Charter School and Non-Charter School Allotted ADM 

3Includes Rocky Mount in the School System. 
4The Lottery Funding and number of students for Pinnacle Classical Academy is not included. The school opened this year in Cleveland 
County. 

Lottery Sales Per Capita 2012-2013 FY 
  

 

 
Lottery Sales FY 
2012-13 

 

 
Population 
(18 and 

older)1
 

 
 

 
Lottery Sales 
Per Capita 

 
 

 
Per Capita 
Return 

 

 
Percentage of 
Average Sales 

Per Capita3
 

Greene 
County 

 

 

$3,631,076 

 

 

16,994 

 

 

$213.67 

 

 

$0.0047 

 

 

102.04% 
 

 

Nash County 

 

 

$40,854,136 

 

 

75,330 

 

 

$542.34 

 

 

$0.0018 

 

 

259.01% 

Caswell 
County 

 

 

$3,141,859 

 

 

19,183 

 

 

$163.78 

 

 

$0.0061 

 

 

78.22% 

Cleveland 
County 

 

 

$12,331,271 

 

 

76,857 

 

 

$160.44 

 

 

$0.0062 

 

 

76.62% 

Craven 
County 

 

 

$23,472,908 

 

 

82,945 

 

 

$282.99 

 

 

$0.0035 

 

 

135.15% 

Wayne 
County 

 

 

$28,041,868 

 

 

95,795 

 

 

$292.73 

 

 

$0.0034 

 

 

139.80% 

North 
Carolina 

 

 

1,596,693,058 

 

 

7,625,417 

 

 

$209.39 

 

 

$0.0048 

 

 

100.00% 



 

 

1Population is calculated for those who are 18 years of age or older.  Population is based on 2012 U.S Census Bureau Data. 

3Total Average Sales Per Capita in NC is $209.39 

 

Memorandum: 

From: Brian Miller, Legislative Intern 

To: Rep. Paul Stam 

 

Lottery Corruption 

February 24, 2016 

If a private business is suspected of swindling, dishonesty, or engaged in some form 

of corruption, the government will step into its role as an administrator of justice, 

and attempt to rectify the issue. But what if it is a government-run entity that is 

corrupt? In the United States, lotteries are run by the state. Often these lotteries are 

unable or unwilling to properly regulate themselves against a variety of corrupt 

activities.  

Recently in North Carolina, lottery investigators failed to deliver consequences to a 

convenience store owner in Sanford who scanned large amounts of lottery tickets to 

find winning tickets. The owner waited to actually pay for the tickets until after he 

found if he was a winner. Before the investigation came to a close, and despite the 

owner’s blatant violation of the Lottery’s “Pay Before You Play” rule, NC Lottery 

management determined that the owner should in fact receive his prize money 

(they awarded him $1 MILLION!). Even if the store owner was unaware of the rule 

he violated, the NC Lottery allowed him to pull winning tickets out of the market 

before purchasing them, which ultimately compromised the fairness of the game to 

other players.  

Cases similar to the ones described above are not isolated incidents. In California, 

there have been several store owners who have been the holders of around 90% of 

the winning tickets purchased from their stores.24 Investigators are highly 

suspicious of this, as these store owners would have had to personally spend 

millions on tickets to get these sorts of results by chance.25 

                                                 
24

 See http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2014/10/30/cbs-2-investigates-lottery-retailers-cashing-in-at-surprising-
rates/ 
25

 One owner would’ve had to spend about $2 million on tickets in order to get his reported $304,000 in prizes; 
and another owner would’ve had to spend about $600,000 in order to bring in their $59,000 in prizes. 



 

 

Last year, Eddie Tipton, the former information security director for the Multi-State 

Lottery Association, was found guilty on two counts of fraud. He had installed a self-

deleting computer program on a lottery-operating computer so he could orchestrate 

a winning ticket worth $14.3 million in a December 2010 drawing.26 This was likely 

not the only jackpot Tipton rigged, as investigators suspect he fixed a Colorado 

jackpot in 2005 and a Wisconsin jackpot in 2007.27  

This past year the executive director of the Multi-State Lottery Association, Charles 

Strutt, stepped down as the investigation prompted by Eddie Tipton’s crime 

expanded.28 This suggests that the extent of the corruption may be even greater 

than the rigging Tipton helped orchestrate.  

The often-used biblical phrase “the love of money is the root of all sorts of evil” 

cautions one to tread carefully when operating an industry so susceptible to money-

based corruption. The NC Education Lottery cannot be trusted to regulate itself 

when there is evidence to suggest that corruption exists. As legislators, we must 

fulfill our responsibility to citizens by enacting common-sense regulations and 

increasing thorough oversight over the NC Education Lottery.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
26

 See http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/crime-and-courts/2015/07/20/hot-lotto-verdict/30411901/ 
27

 See https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2016/01/09/the-company-that-runs-powerball-
had-a-16-5-million-jackpot-rigged-by-a-former-employee/ 
28

 http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/powerball-exec-quits-nationwide-scandal-grows-article-1.2475227 



 

 

 
Memorandum: 

From: Brian Miller, Legislative Intern 

To: Rep. Paul Stam 

 

NC Lottery: A Case of Subtle but Sure Injustice 

February 24, 2016 

Imagine one evening after work you’re in line at a convenience store buying a snack. 

The man ahead of you in line gets to the register and asks for 20 lottery tickets for 

the Jackpot drawing the next night. After the clerk informs him his total is $40, the 

man says, “Oh, just take note of what I owe and I’ll come pay you back at the end of 

the week once I’ve found out if any of my tickets are winners!” To your surprise, the 

clerk agrees and the man leaves. Naturally, this would strike you as incredibly 

unfair, even if the man did come settle his debt at the end of the week; not only is 

this man able to find out if he has won anything before paying, but he took twenty 

possible winning tickets out of the market that could have gone to someone who 

actually put up the cash to rightfully own them. Shockingly, the NC Education 

Lottery has allowed a similar situation to happen.  

 The NC Lottery prohibits tickets being purchased on credit. Tickets may not be 

purchased on credit and “acceptable forms of payment include cash, check, debit 

card, and gift card at the retailer's discretion.”29 

However, in 2014, a convenience store owner in Sanford, NC won $1,000,000 from a 

scratch-off ticket from his own store. There is no rule against retailers buying tickets 

for themselves. The problem arises in how this store owner got the ticket. It was 

confirmed that the store owner scanned the barcodes of a collection of tickets, 

without actually playing the tickets, to see which ones were winners and then 

settled his debt to the store at the end of each week. This was in blatant violation of 

the spirit of the Lottery’s “Pay Before You Play” policy. 

The NC Lottery investigated the situation and ultimately decided to award the prize 

money to the store owner and never delivered any consequences. The main reason 

for this was that the store owner apparently “had never heard of” their policy 

                                                 
29

 http://www.nc-educationlottery.org/faq.aspx 



 

 

against such actions. This order came in the middle of the investigation, when all 

involved in the investigation had not yet come to a decision on how to proceed.  

The Lottery’s decision to award all the prize money and not deliver any negative 

consequences to the store owner amounts to a failure to enforce both its “Pay 

Before You Play” policy and their prohibition on purchasing tickets on credit. Not 

only is it unjust that certain players have been allowed to “buy up” winning tickets 

without actually buying them, but it appears the Lottery may have an issue with 

appropriately self-regulating itself. There is a need for increased oversight by the 

state to ensure the Lottery operates in a way maximally beneficial and fair towards 

the people of North Carolina.  

See Attached Report 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 


